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Preface 
The root of the protein folding problem is the experiment by Anfinsen et a1 that 
a denatured ribonuclease protein regained its full activity on renaturation, without 
the assrstance of any other biological machinery This led to the establishment of 
the remarkable hypothesis that protein sequence determines rts structure Since this 
discovery, a number of three dimensional structures of protelns have been determined 
and the Cartesian coordinates are available in the Protein Data Bank ( PDB ) The 
Protern Data Bank has now become an indispensable source of lnformation for the 
analysis of sequence structure relationshrps The vast wealth of structural mformation 
already gathered m known protein structures is strll to be adequately exploited and 
computatronal strategies which provide newer means of exploring the information are 
necessary and would be useful 
Tn our study we have tried to explore the possibility of constructing model structures 
for a given peptide sequence using the available 'sequence-structure' relationship in- 
-* 
herent in the already determined three dimensional structures of protein molecules 
11 We have developed a simple geometric algorithm to generate plausible three dimen- 
sional structures for given peptide sequence The strategy we have followed is based 
-1 
on the idea of jorning the geometr~es of amino acrd doublets observed in known protein 
structures f 
I 
The peptide sequence is broken up into its overlapping amino acld pairs The confor- 
matlons of these doublets are taken from different protein structures available in the 
Protein Data Bank and the overlapping doublets are recombined following a simple 
geometric criterion that contiguous doublets A1-A2 and A2-A3 can be comblned to 
give the structure of the triplet A1-A2-A3, if the conformations of Az are the same 
- 
in both or very similar The algorithm has been applied to a few test cases and the i 
results show that for short peptides and protein fragments it facilitates the simulation 
of a set of three dimensional structures in whlch we could find a solution close to the 
correct structure In the joinlng of the doublet structures which are the basic units of 
modelling In the present strategy, the program gives a conscious bias towards those 
orientations already seen rn known proteins structur By virtue of this directional 
piopensity, the number of three d~rnensioncll structuies is found to be  l e s t~~c ted  to a 
highly hm~ted  number Considering the fioxibility of the pept~de backbone f o ~  bond 3 - 
rotat~ons in 4 , $ angles, the numbei of possible confo~mat~ons for the amino a c ~ d  
sequence can be tens of thousands and therefore it 1s quite revealing t o  find that the 
method piov~cles a means to vlew plclns~blc s t ~ u ~ t u t  a1 alte~ncttivcs I m ~ t  e d  to such 
a small number The present method falls into ab inrt~o category, but ~t does not 
clalm to predict tertiary structure of peptlde sequence It is a simulat~on of plausible [ 
thce-dirncns~onal stlucturcs according to an objective criter~on The wrnputcr birr)- 7 
ulation has been designed with the limited intention that it will facilitate a t  the level 
of three dimensional structures , a small number of fragments within which we could 
find a close model The method 1s not considered as  predlction of the confor rnatlonal 
state of each of the residues in the amino acid sequence or a speclfic attempt made to  
predict a peptlde segment as helical, /3 stxand or turn, although we do make an at- 
tempt t o  apply stattst~cal pxocedures to assign the generated sttuctures to  se~ondaiy 
stnictural states later in chapter3 
Chapter 1 briefly outlmes some of the methods that have been employed in modelling 
protein seconda~y and tertlary structutes It also outlines the mot~vdtion, pl inc~plc, 
scope and application of the computat~onal approach we have developed foi thiee 
dimensional modelling of polypeptide chams To appreciate the rnotwation behlnd 
t h s  vcntu~e wc have glven a brief outl~ne of the development of ptotc~n s t~uc tu t c  
prediction methods In genet a1 The st1 11ct111e piedict Ions cdn 111 oddly be c lws~f~cd  In 
three categories A short desc~~ptlon for each category is p r o v ~ d d ,  however a com- 
paratwely deta~led drscuss~on of a few topics 1s car1 led out later fol future references 
and genela1 hrstor~cal development The descr~pt~ons are not exhaustwe 
but limited to what seemed interesting and relevant In the restr~cted perception of 
the author 
The sclence of protein tertiary structure predlction w~l l  always requlre modelling a t  
different levels in the hierarchy of protem structure Tn recent years the amlabi l~ty of 
faster methodologies for X-ray data collection fiom single crystals and their st1 uc tu~e  
solution has led to a rapid lncrease in the rate at which new protein structures are 
being added to the pt otein data bank T h ~ s  informat~on is growing rap~dly and despite 
the tremendous use PDB ( Protein Data Bank ) has been put to in the past, there is 
a great deal of information waiting to be studied and exploited One would even like 
to think that as it is there exists in the proteins already solved, enough knowledge of 
the essentials of protein folding to meet the demands of applicability to predicting the 
structure of a new protein with some certainty If thls knowledge, however, is as yet 
unrecognized it can hardly be wondered by anyone who is acquunted wlth the extent 
of the task Considering the exceptional complexity with which the predictions of this 
class have to contend , many may even quest~on the feasibility of finding a solut~on 
This chapter presents an algorithm which represents a new way of modelling short 
peptrde sequences at the tertiary structural level 
.( 
Tn the p~csent strategy we prepare a dict~onary of all the doublet structures (amino 
acid pair) taking their ( 4 , q!~ , w ) angles from the proteins in the proteln data 
bank We view the structure of a new amino acid sequence as an amalgamation of 
these doublet conformations , specifically as a unlon of the physical structures 
of the doublets  which are contiguous to each other in the amino acid 
chain For example if we want to generate structures for an ammo acid t rplet  
J 
say A1-A2-A3, we first split it  Into ~ t s  doublet components A1-A2 and A2-A3 The 
algorithm then treats the structure of A1-A2-A3 as arls~ng out of a process in whlch 
the geometries of A1-A2 and A2'A3 ale compared at the common ~esidue A2 and 
then metged together The bind~ng rule IS a recognition of the fact that A 2  must 
possess the same configuration ( 4 , $J values ) In both AL-A2 and A2-A,, ~f they 
have to be physically merged togethe~ There exists numerous potential drrections 
along whrch A3 can be llnked to A1-A2 to f o ~ m  the structure of the trlplet A1-Ad- 
A3 The protocol helps to select the particular orientations already found in protein 
structures, as the conformations we use for Al-A2 and Az-A3 come from known protein 
structures The same procedure is used whenever a new residue is to be added Thus 
the structure of a tetra peptide sequence A1-A2-A3-AI is obtamed by amalgamating 
the geometries of the three doublet units A1-A2, A2-A3 and A3-A4 The operation is 
sequential, the union of A1-A2 with Az-A3 is followed by the union of A3-A4 The 
procedure stops elther after all the peptlde unlts have been operated in t h ~ s  way 
or when the peptlde unlt which 1s bemg attached falls to provlde 4 , values 
close to those of the plevious ~ e s ~ d u e  to which ~t IS attached Using t h ~ s  ~mple rule 
the algorithm calculates an ensemble of btructural alternatives for any glven prlmary 
sequence segment 
Each generated structure has thus expliclt information about the q5 , $ and w 
torsional angles a t  each ammo acid step in the pept~de backbone and hasusually all 
the structural detads including H-bonds so that we can visual~ze how the structures 
actually look like The polypeptide backbones are also found to essent~ally satisfy 
the requirement of bemg free from ster~c clashes In van der Waals contacts The 
motivation for developing thls algorithm In fact was t h ~ s  appeal the approach had for 
genercttlng physically reallst~c structures, and the novelty of the concept the strategy 
used In joining doublet geometries I t  was not so much a new strategy for predicting 
unlque structures Our object was to desrgn a method by wh~ch we can dentlfy a 
small number of structural possib~lltles for a glven ammo a c ~ d  segment where the 
lnd~v~dual pept~des reflected as fully as poss~ble the q5 , $J angles seen In protein 
structures 
The data set for the present algorithm was developed usrng 193 proteln structures 
The program requlres a reliable data base of h ~ g h  qual~ty structures The select~on of 
the prote~ns was organized around the concept of using pept~de doublets and generate 
structures w~thout resorting to homology It was therefore Important to avoid related 
and repetlt~ve sequences The first step therefore was to ~dent~fy  repet~tlve structures 
and filter them out prior to search by the program The set of protein structures were 
taken from the data sets produced by the Protem Data Bank (PDB) ( Bernstein 1977 
) Thls selection was based on the crlbria suggested by Hobohm et a1 ( Hobohm 1992 
) The doublet structures used In our modellmg come from widely d~fferent protelns 
w ~ t h  no slgn~ficant homology as mentloned In Chapter2 A mot~vatlon for the present 
work In fact came from our des~re to develop programs without resorting to homology 
and such quest~ons as what happens rn sltuat~ons where sequence alignment whlch is 
the most Important step In homology based methods 1s not possible The fact that 
some of the models, the methodology presented here produces, are found to be good 
approximations of the rlght structure, encourages us to think that the method may 
find some real application for modelllng In such situations 
In the final step ~t 15 lrnportant to know how good our rnodelllng approach is for de- 
signing leal st,luctures Thls calls f o ~  podrlcing confolmatlonal motlfs for scqut8ncrs 
whose X-ray structules are known Thelr quallty can be assessed mathematically by 
matchlng them agalnst the X-ray coordinates, and calculating the r m s d between 
two superposed backbones Each generated fragment is superposed wlth the corre- 
sponding fragment of the X-ray structure and the minlmum r m s d IS calculated 
using quatermon algebra as explained in the Appendix D 
We have carrled out thls exercise for several known protein sequences and repox t h e ~ e  
some of the results The method is found to produce over short stretches physically 
meaningful conformations m each example, some of whlch almost fully duphcated the 
real structure of the local sequence corresponding to the fragment Conformations 
which had no resemblance to the X-ray topology were also produced As mentioned 
earher we present these results not with the objective of uniquely Identifying any 
pdrticular structural motif but to dlustrate that the algorithm provides a slmple 
and systematic strategy for a geometric search of conformations that an ammo acrd 
sequence may adopt The program glves no direct lndlcation of the actual structure 
but 1s presented here as an useful computational ald in ~ t s  selection 
Case study -- Enkephalins 
The enkephalins are pentapeptldes wlth morphine like actwity and blnd to the same 
receptor sites as do the oplates We present here some of the backbone structures 
which are obtained by the application of the algorithm to [Leu5]-enkephalin The 
algorithm p~ oduces 126 fragments, a I easonably small number, cons~dering a related 
automated exerclse recently proposed for modelllng backbones of loops ( 5 to 11 ammo 
acrd long ) uslng a 4 ,+I, $J , dimer database typically produced 10,000 to 50,000 
models to be considered ( Sudarsanarn et al 1995 ) The ensemble of conformations 
simulated for enkephalin includes, besides near X-ray structure backbone conforma- 
tions several other sterically allowed novel conformations whlch we believe could be 
taken advantage of in understanding structural similarities wlth the opiates (Figures 
Case study *- Mel i t tm  
Melittin is 26 residue long polypeptide and is the main component of the honey bee 
( Ap~s Mcll~fc~~ A ) vcnom The ajq)liccltion OW dgor~thrn generates cl t ~ t c ~ l  of 1678 
fragments of various sizes and 72 of them are 26 residues long We do not to make 
here a comprehensive discussion of these structures but highlight a sampling of those 
conformations which underlines the capability of the algorithm for producing real 
structures There are large fragments where the calculated models of Melittin show a 
fair degree of accuracy m t h  respect to  the crystal structure over the entire length For 
example in fragment 20 which contains all the 26 amino acids, the generated model is 
close to the X-lay structure except for a mismatch at  two residues, GLY 12 and LEU 
13 (Figures 2 10-2 17) In this region, the model is extended instead of being compact 
as in a helix The overall shape of the simulated molecule however resembles the 
or~ginal stl~icture closely as seen in Figure 2 10 which shows the fragment 20 and the 
X-ray structure side by side The generated model, as revealed by DSSP ( Definition 
of Secondary Structure of Proteins, Kabsch and Sander 1983 ), has all the standard 
H-bonds internally, characteristic of the a! helix except a t  the mismatch region ( GLY 
12 and LEU 13 ) But what makes such structures particularly interesting is the fact 
they are derived without alignment of the peptide segment with related sequences 
and their X-ray structures The geometries of the doublets used in our computer 
modelling, as mentioned earlier come from widely different protein structures (Table 
2 10) 
Case s tudy  - Avian p a n c r e a t ~ c  p o l y p e p t ~ d e  
The secondary structure assignment for the ppt molecule as determined from the X- 
ray structure using DSSP is given in Table 2 14 We observe that the residues, 1-9 
coil, 10-11 turn, 14-31 helix and 32-33 turn We present here two fragments ( fragment 
3 dnd 485 ) generated by the algorithm which together span 28 out of 36 residues 
present In the primary sequence Fragment 485 (19 amino actd long) in part~cular 
shows a very close correspondence with the X-ray structure as can be seen from the 
c$ , 3 values (Tables 2 14,2 16, and 2 17) of the X-ray structures and those generated 
by the algor~thm for the fragments (Figures 2 21-2 25) 
Case study - Glutaredoxin 
The next example we consider is pdblaba, which is an electron transport protein 
and has 87 residues The secondary structure assignment for the laba molecule as 
determined using DSSP is pretty long, however in short, the protein has three hel~cal 
regions, v2z spanning residues 15 - 26, 45 - 55 and residues 79 - 85, turn regions 9 
- 11, 27-28, 40-41, 61-62 and 71-72, sheet regons 2 - 6, 31 - 35, 67 - 69 and 75 - 77 
The rest are treated as random coils 
We describe a few of the smaller fragments (w 10 residues) generated by the algorithm 
for these reglons w ~ t h  r m s d less than 2A These fragments contain some of the amino 
acid sequences implicated as turn and cod regions As can be seen from the diagrams 
some of the coils and turns are represented very well by their models ( 5 1A Figures 
2 29-2 32) 
The algorithm In chapter 2 descr~bes a method for generating plaus~ble three- dimen- 
s~onal structural alternatives for a polypeptide sequence start~ng from the geometrtes 
of the component doublet units Some of the best looking models generated in a few 
test cases have been described In addition to  this, the algorithm produces in each 
test case a large number of smaller fragments N 5-6 residues long The stat~stical 
approach desc~ibed In chapter 3 grew of our attempt to understand the meanlng of 
these smaller fragments which usually resembled one of the standard secondary struc- 
tural elements a! , p and coil However, it was difficult to dec~de regarding their true 
behav~our by mere visual inspection What we do here is to breakdown the given 
ammo m d  sequence into 5-residue windows and generate all possible structures for 
each window using the algorithm described in chapter 2 Each computed model is 
supelposed on the geometries of ideal a -helix and P -strand structures and the 
r m s d values in the two cases are computed We make use of these deviat~ons from 
the ideal geometry to assess how close the computed fragment is to a! helix and 
strand structures feasib~lity of application of the method in the context of sec- 
ondary structure predictions to several proteins is discussed Admittedly the method 
'I 
has ltmited application at present but it seems to contain the rudiments of a posstble 
new approach towards secondary structure prediction The major focus of the them 
is the algorithm given in chapter 2 and chapter 3 is intended as a completion of the 
discussion of the output of the algorithm presented tn chapter 2 
Appendices 
Appendices include general principles of notatlon ( IUPAC-TUB 1971 ), d~scusslon on 
rotation matrix, calculation of Cartes~an coordinates of the pept~de backbone using 
the backbone torsion angles ( c j  , $ , w ), and superposition of molecules using 
quaternion algebra 
All the programs used in this analysis are written in C programming language and 
are tested on DEC alpha 3000/400 AXP and Tndigo2-R4400 workstations 
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Introduction 
The root of the protem fold~ng problem is the exper~ment by Anfinsen et a1 ( Sela 
et a1 1957, Anfinsen 1973 ) that a denatured r~bonuclease protein regamed ~ t s  fir11 
activ~ty on renaturation, w~thout the assistance of any other biolog~cal machmery 
This led to the establishment of the remarkable hypothesis that protein sequence 
determ~nes its btructure ( Sela et a1 1957, Anfinsen 1961, 1973, 1975 ) 
Since this discovery the three d~mensional structures of a large number of prote~ns 
have been determined and the Cartesian coordinates are available In the Protem Data 
Bank ( PDB - Bernstein 1977 ) The Protein Data Bank has become an indispensable 
source of informatlon for the analysis of sequence structure relationsh~ps The vast 
wealth of structural informat~on already gathered In known protein structures, how- 
ever, 1s stdl to be adequately explo~ted and computat~onal strategm wh~ch prov~de 
newer means of explormg the information are necessary and would be useful 
In our study we have t r ~ e d  to  explore the possib~l~ty of constructing model structures 
for a glven peptide sequence uslng the available 'sequence-structure' relationsh~p In- 
herent In the already determ~ned three d~mens~onal structures of protein moleci~les 
We have developed a s~mple geometr~c cllgor~thm to generate poss~ble structures for 
glven peptide sequence The pr~nc~ple  and the scope of the algorithm 15 br~efly re- 
fc~rcid to h e i c  dnd the deta~ls of the pocedure will be discussed 1r1 the followmg 
chapter However to appreciate the motivation behind t h ~ s  venture we need to glve a 
brief outline of the development of protein structure pred~ctlon methods In general 
The following few sect~ons are devoted to t h ~ s  and it should be mentioned that this 
Chap ter-I Introduct~on 
F~gure 1 1 Protem structure pred~ct~on chart 
account 1s not exhaustive but l ~ m ~ t e d  to  what seemed interesting and relevant in the 
restricted perception of the author 
1.1 Protein structure prediction methods 
1.1.1 Present status 
In December, 1994, In Asdomar, California, USA, a "Meeting on crlt~cal assessment 
of techn~ques for protem structure pred~ction" was held to determine the status of the 
current methods for pred~cting the three-d~mensional structures of proteins ( PRO- 
TEINS Structure, Function, and Genetics 23 I-IV 1995 ) The structure predictions 
can broadly be classified In three categor~es (F~gure 1 1) A short description for 
each category 1s prov~ded below, however a comparatively deta~led d~scuss~on of a few 
top~cs 1s carr~ed out later for future references and general historical development 
Comparative modellmg This appl~es to those cases when one starts with 
the sequence of a protem whose structure should be modelled (target protem) 
and finds that there IS a clear relat~onsh~p between the sequence of the target 
proteln and one or more known structures ( Mos~mann et a1 1995 ) Tn these 
circumstances, lt is assumed that the tertlary structures are similar and ~ n ~ t ~ a l  
model may be based on the structures w ~ t h  the most slmilar sequence the~eby 
assurlng an approximately correct fold to  begm wlth The next step IS to  devise 
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techniques to determine the poss~ble st~uctural  differences between the taiget 
and the known structures These techniques deal with the alignment of the 
target sequence on the templates, the best choice of template structure for each 
part of the cha~n, small ( - 1 or 28L) adlustments of the rnarn ~ h a n  pout,ron, 
the orientation of side chains and the conformation of stretches of cham not 
related to  any of the template st~uctures (the "loops") 
Threadrng Another poss~bil~ty is that the sequence of target protein does not 
have any detectable sequence relationship with any other protem 'In spite of 
having no detectable sequence relationship between two protems, they may have 
closely related folds This has led researchers t o  what is called,"threading", ( 
Lemer et al 1995 ) a technique whlch attempts to  ident~fy the fold a sequence 
may adopt by considering its fit to  each member of a library of known folds 
That is, the sequence is "threaded" onto each fold, and the compat~bllity of the 
mteractions thus created is evaluated using a fitness function 
Ab initio prediction This category ( Defay & Cohen 1995 ) refers t o  those 
mahods which rely implic~tly on database approaches In these methods some 
knowledge of the interactions between amino acids is assumed This area of 
research has been tackled by many researchers and the amount of literature 
available is vast Again the ab m t ~ o  predictions can be dwded into four cate- 
go1 IPS 
- prediction of structural class 
- pred~ction of secondary structure 
- predict~on of folds 
- prediction of tertiary structures 
In structural class prediction the t a ~  get protein is asslgned to one of four cldssa 
vza all a, -helix, all ,f3 -sheet, a! / p or a! + P ( Sectlon 1 1 3 ) 
The secondary structure prediction asslgns each residue of a prote~n sequence 
w ~ t h  one of three backbone conforrnatlons compatible wtth a hehx, /3 sheet, 
or loop ( random coils ) A comparatively detalled discussion and a kind of 
historical development have been carried out on thls topic in sectrons 1 1 2-6 
Some of the rncthodologies dcsci~bed theieof have mfluenced the piesent, study 
in rnany wnys dnd ~t 1s easlcr to appieclate the advantages dntl thawhacl<s of 
the present study agalnst the backdrop of those methodologies 
Pre~l~c t  Ion of folds dcsls with thc ovcllall fold or t,hc shapc of ttic protcins Thcrci 
dre many folding motifs olig~nally character~zed by Richardson (1981) 
Prediction of tert~ary structure refers to the calculations of the th~ee-d~menslonal 
coordmates of the proteins Methods In t h ~ s  category include la t t~ce  based am-  
ulations ( Dill et al 1995 , Skoln~ck and Kolmsky 1989 ), molecular dynamics, 
appiicat~on of genetic algorithm, Monte Carlo methods and varlous other tech- 
niques In the section 1 2 we will hmit our d~scuss~on to the sheer complexity 
of the problem as a whole The detailed descr~ptlon of the methods does not, fit 
into the present framework of our discussion 
The followmg sections are directed towards the h~storical development of prote~n 
foldrng p i o l h n  w ~ t  h an emphdsls on set onda~y s t r~~cture  p~eclic tmn The rnam p a t  
of thls t hem does not deal with secondary structure predict~on as such except the 
thlrd chapter, which is presented to  make the present study more exhaustive, as such 
but the general principles underlymg many secondary structure pred~ct~on methods 
will establ~sh the importance of heuristics in tackling a complex problem hke plotein 
folthng 
1 1 2 Pred~ct~on of secondary structural features 
Ass~gning secondary structural elements to segments of the ammo acid sequence 1s 
( ~ n  ~rnpoi tant m d  1ntc1rncchd,e step towaids the final goal In pied~cting the thrccb 
dimensional structure of a proteln glven its ammo ac~d  sequence ( Fasman 1990 ) 
Tn these methods correlations of secondary and tertlary structures w ~ t h  ammo acid 
sequences ale found empirically w~thout considermg the plocess of fold~ng expl~c~t ly  
T'lowcvrr, success or fa~lure of these met hods of picdictlon has Impoi tant lrnplicatms 
for unde~stand~ng the mechanism of the folding-unfoldmg t rans~t~ons ( Go 1983a,b 
) Researches have tackled the problem In numerous ways as descr~bed by Schulz 
and Schirmer ( Schulz 1985 ) Many of these methods are based on available struc- 
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tural ~nformatlon as obtained from X-ray crystallography and the~eby establ~sh~ng 
an Inherent dependence of the prediction I esults on the solved structu~ es of proteins 
For example, the observation that d~fferent ammo a c ~ d  residues have d~fferent pte- 
ponder ance for particular secondary stiuctural element led to the flurry of s t a t ~ s t ~ w l  
methods normally having a success rate of about 50 to 60% ( Eisenhaber et ul 1995 
) Later on the ~nclus~on of the information der~ved from mult~ple alignment of pro- 
tem sequences, consideration of secondary structural motifs and the appl~cation of 
the methodology of neural networks has Improved the success rate wh~ch wdl be dis- 
cussed later P ~ e d ~ c t ~ o n  of the membranespanning segments In proteins 1s facll~tated 
by hydrophob~city stud~es Ass~gning the structural class of protem from the ammo 
acld sequence alone is an ~mportant ask, and methods have been developed to tackle 
t h ~ s  particular problem The follow~ng sect~ons br~efly review the status of secondary 
structure ( Kabsch & Sander 198313 ) pred~ction of proteins, however there are ex- 
cellent revlews concerning secondary structure pred~ct~on and varlous other toplcs 
related to protein foldmg problem In general ava~lable In the l~terature v2x by Eisen- 
haber et nl ( 1995 ), Thomas ( 1992 ), Mcttthews ( 1993 ), Rose and Ct cdmer ( 
1994 ), Lattman and Rose ( 1993 ), Sternberg ( 1992 ), von Heijne ( 1991 ), G a m e r  
and Levm ( 1991 ), Lesk and Boswell ( 1992a,b ), Fbchards ( 1991 ), Gething and 
Sambrook ( 1992 ), Dl11 ( 1995 ), Wodak and Rooman ( 1993 ), Benne~ ( 1992 ), 
Schmld ( 1992 ), Dobson ( 1992 ), Creighton ( 1992 ), Ptitsyn ( 1992 ), Overington 
( 1992 ), Blundell and Johnson ( 1993 ), Lecomte and Matthews ( 1993 ) B ~ I  ton ( 
1995 ) 
1.1 3 Statist~cal Methods for single sequences 
The widely used algortthm based on the princ~ple that different amino a c ~ d  ~es~clue 
types have different l~kelihoods to occu~ in various secondary structural conformat~ons 
was developed by Chou and Fasman ( Chou 1974a) In this method the hehx, beta 
sheet and cod conformat~on parameters, Pa, Pg and PC, for the 20 naturally occurring 
ctrr~lrlo nc I&, wcw computcd f ~ o m  the frcqiiency of occurrence of Ihc cLrnino ~ L L I ~  
res~due in the a! , /3 , and cod conformatlons in 15 prote~ns whose structures were 
determined by X-ray crystallography These values have been utilized to  provide 
slmple procedure to predlct the seconda~y structure of proteins from the11 ammo 
ac~d sequence For each ammo acid 2, the conformational pardmeter P,,, for the 
conformation x, 1s defined as 
where n,,, 1s the number of times the ammo acid z 1s found In conformation z, n, 1s 
the number of residues observed In conformation x, n, 1s the total number of amino 
acids z and N is the total number of ammo ac~ds In the database A procedute 
for secondary structure prediction was developed that 1s based on the sequential 
success~ve appearance of large propenslly values Dependmg on thew Pa and Pp 
values each ammo acld was classified as former, breaker or mdlfferent for helical and 
p -sheet regions In protelns The first step In the Chou-Fasman technique ( Chou 
1974b ) 1s to locate heltx and sheet nuclel The next step is to extend helix and 
sheet nuclel to both sldes untll the average propensity of a tetrapeptide falls below a 
threshold value A cluster of four helical res~dues out of six along the proteln sequence 
initiates a helix and the helical segment is extended In both directions until sets of 
tetrapeptide breakers ( <Pa> < 1 00 ) are reached Any segment that is at  least six 
res~diies long with <Pa> > 1 03 and <Pa> > <Pp> 1s predicted as helical A cluster 
of three ,8 formers out of five resldues along the sequence will lnitlate a /3 sheet The 
p sheet is propagated in both dtrectlons until terminated by a set of tetrapeptlde 
breakers (<Pp> < 1 00) Any segment wlth <Po> > 1 05 well as <Pg> > < Pa> 
is predtcted as ,f3 sheet ( Prevellge 1989) Turns were predicted usmg the o~lgmal 
method of Lewls ( Lewls 1971 ) The revel se turn potentlal of a tetrapeptlde 1s defined 
as a product of the four reverse turn propensltles at  pos~tions z, 2 + 1, z + 2, z + 3 of a 
reverse turn and a threshold value was applied for the predlction The method was 
tcpo~ted to predict 80% of the helicttl m d  86% of the /3 -sheet ~esidues in the 19 
protelns evaluated ( Chou 1974a ) The combined accuracy for a! , /3 , and coil was 
77% However, u m g  revlsed parameters ( Chou and Fasman 1978, 1979 ) the overall 
predlction success or the PI value ( Garnier 1991 ) for a three-state predlctlon was 
50% as ddrtermined by Kabsch and Sander ( 1983a ) Smce then the palameters have 
been refined ( Chou 1989 ) and a computer program made avadable by the au tho~s  
themselves ( Prevellge 1989 ) Although widely used, the method is still significantly 
less accurate than other methods even with the refined parameters ( recent evaluation 
Deleage 1989 ) 
The next pop~ilar method of seconclaty s t~ucture  prediction is known as GOR, named 
after the nuthots Garnzer, Osquthorp and Robson,( Ga~nie r  ei! a1 1978, Ell15 k 
Millus 1994 ) and is based on information theory Pain and Robson ( 1970 ) were 
the first to  realize that  this theory could be applied to the relat~onship between an 
ammo acid sequence and the code of secondary structure Accord~ng to this method 
a prediction of the secondary structure of a protein can be considered as a pred~c t~on  
of the conformational state of each of the resldues in that  sequence The most general 
statement concerning the information for the conformation of the j t h  residue 1s given 
where S, is the conformat~onal state ( say or hehx ) of the j th  res~due in the sequence 
and Rk be the type of residue ( say glycine ) at the kth pos~tion In the sequence 
The above equat~on can be interpreted as the information which the residues a t  all 
pos~tlons carry about the conformatlon of the j t h  residue Suppose there are only four 
posslhle conformatlonal states for each I esidue, then the prediction procedure should 
lead to  four values for information associated with each residue The  conformational 
state having the highest information value for a resldue is assigned t o  the residue in 
question Each of these four lnformat~on values can be estimated uslng the known 
pt otein structures and the correspondmg sequences However I (S,, Rt , R2, Rlasi 
) should be expanded in a series of simpler tetms Tt has been ~ e p o ~ t e d  that the 
effect of one residue type on the conformatlon ~f residues up to  eight resldues dlstant 
plays a predominating role ( Robson 1974abcd, Robson 1977 ) whde choosing shorter 
separation d~stance neglects significant information 
A s~mple  approximation is thus, 
In wh~ch expansion contaming more than one R, parameter have been neglected and 
lnteractlons between residues separated by more than e~ght  positions in the amino 
acid sequence are neglected Since there are 20 types of residues R, say, three con- 
formational states, there are 20 x 3 parameters for each separation m So for 17 
separations m = 0, f 1, f 8, there are 20 x 4 x 17 parameters shoiild be cal- 
culated Conbideration of residue pairs ( Gibrat 1987 ) in GOR method, imp~oved 
the prediction accuracy and a PI index ( Garnier 1991 ) of 63 3% was achieved The 
(letails can be found in a recent revlew by Garnier and Robson ( 1989 ) 
Fkcently Bayesian approach has been applied ( Gibrat 1991 )to the prediction of the 
four zones of the Rarnachandran map, in which a set of parameters is derived to 
express the influence of local amino acid sequence on the torsional angles q5 and $J 
adopted by each residue in a protein This formalism, again based on information 
theory, evaluates the probability for a given residue to be in a particular zone of the 
Ramachandran map Comparisons with the crystallographic structures suggest that 
the method can extract all the available information from local sequence and show 
that the local sequence carries only, on average, about 65% ( Giblat 1991 ) of the 
information necessary for specifying the conformation of a given residue in a protein 
The rest IS specified by long range interactions that are specific for each protein fold 
The accuracy for four states was 62% 
When GOR was combined with two other pred~ction schemes one based on hy- 
drophob~city and the other using short homologous sequences of ammo a d s  ( TJevm 
1986, Levin 1988 ), a further improvement of 2 5 to 6 5% ( Biou 1988 ) was attained 
Arnold et a1 ( 1992 ) used conditional probabilities with regard to sequence atti ibutes 
The sequence attribute can be used from any parameter that can be calc~ilated fiom 
the distribution of residues along an amino acid sequence and therefore various se- 
quence attributes relate to the varlous types of residue distributions Two classes of 
attributes, corresponding to two classes of res~due distributions, (1) physiochemical 
nt t I  but cs, whit h i date  to the  phys~cal 01 chemical pr opert ~ r s  of the rcsldt~cs, s ~ ~ r  h 
as hydropathy and hydrophobic moment, and (11) statistical attributes which ale 
obtained by averaging values obtained fiom statistical analyses, values such as Chou- 
Fasman confotmational parameters or the GOR information values The method rests 
on conditional probability plots, in which various P(a/x) values are plotted against 
x P(a/x) is the probability that structure type a will be formed at a particular 
sequence location has an assoaated attribute value, x These plots graphically por- 
tray the relationships between various residue distributions and secondary structures 
and they provide the basis t o  dete~mine, w ~ t h o ~ i t  pilot judgment, wlieihet a glven 
attribute and its associated sequence d ~ s t t   buti ion is correlated w ~ t h  a gwen structural 
type or not Especially ~mportant  is the capac~ty of these plots t o  compare different 
sequence d ~ s t r ~ b u t ~ o n s  with regard to  their relative pred~ctwe power 
All these methods descr~bed above, pred~ct he secondary structure ( Eisenhaber et al 
1995 ) based on the avadabl e informatlon In only a single sequence, rather the local 
sequence environment of a srngle res~due, do not ach~eve higher than 60% accuracy 
Tt 1s apparent that to improve upon the accuracy more informatlon 1s requ~red, hke 
knowledge der~ved from related sequences 
S t ruc tu ra l  class 
Levitt and Choth~a  ( 1976 ) used s~mple d~agrammatic representatl on to show the ar- 
rangement of alpha helices and beta sheets in 31 globular proteins, which are classified 
~ n t o  four clearly separated structural classes( folding units ) Which are 
All- a proteins havmg only a! -helix secondary structural elements ( more than 
60% of the residues adopt hel~cal conformations and there are no residues in /3 
strands ) 
ALL P proteins consist~ng mainly of /3 -strands ( often anti parallel ) 
a! + /3 prote~ns hav~ng independent clusters of a! -helices and ,B -strands ( oftcan 
anti parallel ) In the sequence 
(Y / /3 plotems w ~ t h  rnlxed ( often alternatmg ) segments of a -hel~x clnd ( 
mostly parallel ) P -strands 
The concept of structural c lass  based on the secondary structural content and direc- 
tionality of p -strands is very useful though recently many protem stzuctures can 
not he classified according to the above definit~ons ( Pastore 1992 , Stevens 1990 ) 
Nakashlma et al ( Nakashima 1986 ) and N~shlkawa et al ( Nish~kawa 1982, 1983a,b 
) ilscd a clever method of assign~ng st~uctural  class 01 fold~ng m ~ t s  to  135 pro te~r~s  
whose three dimensional structures were known The amino a c ~ d  cornposlt~on of each 
protein was represented as a pomt in a 20 dimens~onal space where each axis corre- 
sponds to one ammo acid They examined the distribution of patterns of proteins 
in this "compos~tlon space" to sebich foi possible correlation to five folding types, 
ALL- a , ALL- /3 , a + /3 , a / /3 , and irregular ones They used a simple dlstance 
cr~terion to classify the proteins into five folding types and found an accuracy of 70% 
In assigning the folding type Similar approach was adopted by Chou ( Chou 1989 ), 
Zhang and Chou ( Zhang 1992a,b , Chou 1993a,b ) 
Certain patterns of hydrophobic amino acids could have predictive power In dis- 
tinguishing structural classes Studies have been carried out on the per~od~city of 
hydrophobic residues in amphiphatic a, - and ,O -structure ( Klein 1986a,b , Metfes- 
sel 1993 ), occurrences of hydrophobic and hydrophilic stretches of 4 or more amino 
ac~ds ( Sheridan 1985 ) and the hydrophobic moment vector for a subsequence window 
over which helical or extended structure is assumed ( Sher~dan 1985, Klein 1986a ) 
According to Klein ( 1986b ) and Knellel et a1 ( 1990 ) inclusion of above pattelns 
does not improve the prediction accuracy compared with the criterion of amino acid 
composition ( Elsenhaber et al 1995 ) 
Rezko and Bohr ( 1904) reported that dipept~de composit~on was used as input to 
neural networks for predication of structural class combmed with folding motlf p r e  
dlction in a hierarchical way Compared with the pure structural class pred~ction the 
accuracy was reported to be enhanced This is interesting and may be explained by 
the fact that ( Eisenhaber et al 1995 ) the query sequence is compared w ~ t h  several 
specific fold patterns memorized In the neural net compared wlth duect approaches 
in which the neu~al  nets store only a smgle, less detailed structulal class pattern 
Considering the results of different researchers, Genfa et al ( 1992 ), Metfessel et a! ( 
1993 ), Mao et a1 ( 1994 ), Collc'h et a1 (1993 ), recent algorithms on an average have 
prediction accuracy more than 80% for ALL- a! and ALL- /3 proteins and more than 
70% for ol + P and u / ,8 classes However Mao et a1 ( Mm 1994 ) have reported 
96% prediction accuracy based on the cloud approximation by a multidimensional 
ellipsoid 
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1.1.4 Prediction with multiple alignments 
Tn an interest~ng art~cle Bow~e et al ( 1990 ) have lemarked that though many 
~11fFet nt sequences can code fot p~ o h n s  wlth essentially the same structure and 
actlvlty, comparison of different sequences with s~milar "messages" ( same structure 
and activlty ) can reveal key features of the code and lmprove understanding of protein 
folds and how ~t performs its functions They have studied the tolerance of an ammo 
acid sequence to  change and have reported that proteins are surprisingly tolerant of 
ammo acid substitutions They have observed that the residues which play little or 
no role In structure and function can be altered through nonconservatlve substitution 
On the other hand no substitutions or only conservative substitutions for the residues 
wh~ch are most important for the function are allowed They concluded that there is 
more mformation in a set of related sequences than in a single sequence Kolaskal and 
Kde  ( 1992 ) have used a weight matrix, called Conformational S~milarlty Weight 
(CSW) matrlx for sequence alignment to plck up conformationally s~milar ptotein 
fragments This method may be used to  pick up, in the test protein whose three 
dimensional structure IS not known, regions conformationally sim~lar to those prote~ns 
whose three dlmenslonal structures are known 
Bowle and Eisenberg ( 1994 ) have used an empirical fitness function to guide three 
shoit protern sequences to folds resembl~ng their crystal structures They selected 
peptide fragments conformations ranging in size from 9 to 25 res~dues from a database 
of known protem structures and using three-dlmenslonal profile scores a fragment was 
selected ~f ~t was compatible w ~ t h  a segment of the sequence to be folded Hundreds 
of trlal structures were generated of the same length and sequence to be folded by 
linking the selected conformations together An evolutionary algor~thm was used to 
lmprove these trlal structures 
The prethctlon methods based on mulf~ple sequence alignments ( Lesk 1902h , Russel 
& Barton 1993 ) ) have been shown to lmprove upon the prediction accuracy The 
algorithm of Levin et a1 ( 1986, 1988, 1993) is based on the hypothesis that short 
homologous sequences of amino acids have the same secondary structure tendencies 
even if they come from non homologous proteins To find the homology between two 
sequences an empirically determined sim~larity matrix was used to assign a sequence 
s~milarity score Only those sequences were considered with a high degiee of homol- 
ogy m d  re-pred~cting each residue up to 7 times using window of 7 resldues In 
length which is shifted along the sequence 1 residue a t  a time This method had a 
ptedictlon accuracy of 62 2% over three states The same algorithm when applied to 
new data base after elimination of the protein to be predicted and all proteins with a 
percentage identity greater than 22% from the data base, increased the accuracy by 
5% on the original method ( Levin 1986 ) Levin et al ( Levin 1993 ) had analysed 
the multlple sequence alignment for secondary structure prediction using both the 
aut,oma;tic alignment and spatial superpos~tion of the maln cham atoms In known 
tertiary protein structures They showed that the multiple alignment method can 
improve the accuracy by approximately 8% The study used two earlier methods 
( Gibrat 1987, Levin 1988 ), which when applied to single sequences, gave on the 
average an accuracy of 61 5% However, secondary structure prediction showed vari- 
ation which correlated with the quality of the multiple alignments and the d~stance 
of primary sequence A predictwe accuracy of 69 5% was achieved ( Elsenhaber et a1 
1995, Levin 1993 ) In the case of alignment using spatial superposition, while align- 
ments from automatic multiple alignment procedure produced an accuracy of 68 5% 
provided there is a m~nimum of 25% sequence identlty between all sequences in the 
family 
Short segments of polypeptide whose sequences are similar in some way to segments 
from a protein wlth unknown structure may be found within prote~ns of known s t~i ic-  
ture Sweet ( Sweet 1986 ) questioned whether these segments of known protelns have 
three-dimensional structures similai to the true structure of the unknown protein it- 
self If the answer is an affirmative one then this could form the basis of the desired 
prediction method The author argues that for each segment from the unknown pro- 
tern one can search a library of known structures for segments of s~milar sequence 
whereby the ~nformat~on extracted from the structures of these known segments can 
be used to predict the structure of the unknown one The s~rnilar~ty in residues must 
imply that these t esldues can play the same structural role In a proteln molecrlle The 
similarity between peptide segments was calculated using Dayhof matrix The algo- 
rithm can be described in the following way A protein sequence of unknown striict~ire 
is divlded mto overlapping probe segments of several (12) residues each Each probe 
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segment is compared to a laige liblary of known st~uctutes and the 15 most similcti 
segments are extracted Each of the 15 sequences 1s similar to  the probe sequence 
and each represents its own particular three-dimensional structure For each iesidue 
in the probe, the corresponding residue in each of the 15 known segments 1s used to 
contribute to a probability distribution of llkely rj / @ torsions Each d~stnbution is 
multiplied by a standard d~stribution for the unknown residue type to  bias it towa~d 
the distribution actually observed for that resldue Finally the overall probability 
distribution for each residue is evaluated to  determme its most likely configuration 
Nishikawa and 001 ( 1986 ) developed their method based on the assumption that  ho- 
mologous segments in different proteins may share a similar conformation Sequences 
homologous to  a target protein are searched without allowing any gap, and compared 
against a number of reference proteins of known three-dimensional structure, and then 
a conformat~onal state ( a! , ,O or coil ) for each residue of the protein is predicted by 
looking a t  the secondary structure of the corresponding homologous segments This 
pred~ction 15 done in a statistical rather than deterministic way, by assigning the most 
probable conformation state among homologous data to each residue a t e  of a target 
protein A test application for 22 sample proteins yields 60% correctness on the av- 
erage When combined with other two methods u2z Chou-Fasman and GOR, lomt 
prediction is shown to increase the rehability up to 70%, when only the regions iden- 
t1~i1.11~ predicted with the three methods are taken into account It 1s lnterest~ng to 
note that the homology between two sequences is detected using physical plopel ties 
of amino acids, u2z polarity, propensity to  form a reverse turn, relative mutahllity, 
partial speclfic volume, p K  value of the a! -amino group and pK value of the a 
-carboxyl group 
The above methods are very sensitive to the presence of homologous proteins in the 
database, these methods were primarily developed to predict proteins that have no 
homologous counterpart in the database of known structures They differ from each 
other essentially by the sequence similarity scormg matrix used Sweet ( 1986 ) used 
the Dayhoff substitution matrix, Levin et a1 ( 1986 ) used an optim~zed similarity 
matrix, Kolaskar and Kale (1992) used Conformational Similarity Weight (CSW) 
matrix, while Nishikawa and Ooi ( 1986 ) calculated sequence similarity according to  
known physical and chemical piopeit~es of the ammo acids Of course the cho~ce of the 
s ~ m ~ l a ~ ~ t y  matlix ( Garn~er 1991 ) 1s c l ~ t ~ c a l  f o ~  the acculacy of the pred~ct~on The 
algor~thm of these methods consists of the examinat~on of the sequence similarity of 
a segment of n amino acids from the protem to be predicted against all the segments 
of the same length without gap or insertion of all the reference proteins The w~ndow 
length n v(tt ~ c s  w ~ t h  the method from 11 ( Nish~kawa 1986 ), 12 ( S w ~ c t  1086 ) to 17 
( Levin 1988 ) The quality of predlct~on (PI) of these methods for non homologous 
p ~ o t e ~ n s  In the database ranges from 59 to 63% for three states depending on the 
method , wh~ch 1s compaiable to the clccuracy of other methods ( Garnier 1091 ) 
The PI of these methods are very sensitwe to the presence of homologous protc~ns 
rn the database as these proteins have more similar peptides with higher scores For 
a set of 29 homologous protems between 25 and 64% of identical residues , the PI 
value reaches 87 3% ( Garnier 1991 ) per chain with 6 6% standard deviation Such 
an Increase of accuracy can be ascribed to the specific features of the methods based 
on sequence s~m~lar i ty  The GOR method 1s much less senslt~ve to  the presence of 
homologous proteins In the database ( Garnier 1991 ) This may be due to the fact 
that sim~lar peptides in homologous proteins will benefit from the same long-range 
interactions and t h ~ s  is taken Into account by the sequence slrn~lar~ty methods, by 
mcleasing the contribut~on to the prediction of the peptides from the homologous 
The method developed by Geourlon and Deleage ( 1994 ) ~nvest~gates the poss~bllrty 
of Increasing the pred~ct~on accuracy by taking mto account l~mlted databases that 
are all well suited for a part~cular protein To pred~ct the seconda~y structwe of a 
given protein, this method (1) builds a hmited database of protem sequences w~t,h 
( J W I I  l<rlown se~oridd~y st1 I I C ~ ~ I I C ~ ,  (11) ~ I C ~ I C ~ Y  the secondary st,ructu~e of dl1 t h ~  
proteins of the database usmg a s~rnilar~ty algorithm, (111) determmes the predlct~on 
parameters that maximlze the accuracy of of the pred~ction and (IV) apphes the 
prediction parameters to  the given protem This method yields 69% accuracy when 
apphed to 239 proteins ( w ~ t h  < 50% pairwise ~ d e n t ~ t y  ) automat~cally extracted from 
PDR 
Taylor and Thornton ( 1983 ) reported another approach to structure prediction from 
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amino acid sequence based on the :ecognition of super secondary structure They 
analysed all known ,O a! P ( two parallel ,O strands connected by an a! helix )units 
and derlved an ideal secondary structure sequence, which was used as a template to  
locate probable ,d a! ,O sequence in a standard secondary structure prediction The 
method correctly predicts the locatlon of 70% of the ,O a! P units In ,f3 / a! type 
protelns 
Kmg and Sternberg ( 1990 ) have applied machine learning approach for the predlction 
of protein secondary structure PROMTS ( protein machine induct~on system ), a 
program for machine learn~ng, was used t o  generalme rules that characterme the 
relationship between primary and secondary structure in globular proteins, so the 
rules can be used top predict an unknown secondary structure form a known prlmary 
sequence The symbollc induction method used by PROMTS was specifically deslgned 
to pt oduce rules that  are meaningful in terms of chemical properties of the res~dues 
The rules predlction accuracy for 3 state of 60% for all proteins, 73% for proteins 
of known a! domain type, 62% for prote~ns of known ,ti' domain type and 59% for 
plotelns of known a / p domain type Muggleton et a1 ( 1992 ) have improved the 
above procedure and tested the rules on four independent non homologous proteins 
glvlng an accuracy of 81% 
A method for prediction of a -helices has been descr~bed by Donally et a1 ( Don- 
ally 1994 ) Tn this method amino acld subs t~ tu t~on  tables ( Donally 1993 )are ~ised 
to estimate the extent to whlch amlno ac~ds  in families of homologous protelns are 
exposed to the solvent The approach depends on the compar~son of different en- 
vironment dependent tables for solvent accessible/inaccessible residues with amino 
a c ~ d  substitutions a t  each position in an aligned set of sequences The periodicity in 
the predicted access~ble/inaccessible residues is calculated uslng a Fourier transform 
procedure modified from that used to calculate hydrophobic moments cr -helices are 
~dentlfied from the characteristic periodic~ties and the solvent accessible fclce of the 
helix IS defined The :nitla1 helix predlction are refined using rules for identifying the 
N- clnd C- termmi These rules have been defined from a study of proteln structures 
The combined method correctly predlcts 79% of the resldues in helices and incorrectly 
predicts only 12% of the non helical resldues as helical Tn addition, since the method 
1s reliable a t  p r ed~c t~ng  the correct number of hel~ces in the correct p o s ~ t ~ o n  I  the 
sequence and since it also predicts the Internal face of each hehx, the results can be 
used t o  postulate 3-D arrangements of the secondary structure elements 
The method of Wako and Blundell ( 1994b ) achieved 69% pred~ction accuracy for 
three state ( a , /3 , cod ) from aligned homologous amino acid sequences of prote~ns 
uslng amino a c ~ d  conformational propensit~es and environment dependent substitu- 
tion tables In the first step the mean propensities and amino acid substitut~on 
p a t h n s  for fout confotmat~onal states a, , ,8 , hurled co~l,  and exposed cod, 
are evaluated The detection of patterns character~stics of a! -hehx or ,8 -stand IS 
carried out in the second step In the t h ~ r d  state the alignment IS cons~dered, ~f at 
a part~cular site one conformational state is present in more than given fraction of 
protems, all the other res~dues a t  that site are reassigned t o  that conformation The 
method was applied to  13 protein families, which contain four folding types, a! , P , 
a / ,f3 and a, + ,B , and found the pred~ction accuracy to range between 60 and 79% 
w ~ t h  an avelage of 69% The s~mplicity of thls part~cular method allows to  ~nspect 
the p red~c t~on  procedure at all stages 
Tn an accompanying ar t~cle  by Wako and Blundell ( 1994a ) a method has been prcJ- 
sented to pred~ct  buried and exposed residues by composmg ammo a c d  subs t~ tu t~on  
patterns and mean propens~t~es for the two solvent access~b~lity classes w ~ t h  the ammo 
acld res~dues a t  equwalent sites In ahgned sequences of homologous protelns The ac- 
curacy of the p red~c t~on  method 1s reported as around 77% The authors have noted 
that the predict~on of buried hydrophilic and exposed hydrophobic resldues requlres 
environment-dependent amino a c ~ d  subst~tution tables apart from propens~ties 
Rooman and Wodak ( 1991b ) have observed a weak correlation between pred~c t~ve  
power of md~vldual sequence patterns and overall predict~on accuracy In protelns 
They considered patterns In ammo acid properties characteriz~ng secondary structure 
rnot~fs derwed from a database of 75 protein structures and found many sequence- 
structure assoc~ations w ~ t h  lgh predictwe power inherent In them, and when applled 
~ndiv~dually t o proteins outs~de the learn~ng set, 78% cases were pred~cted COI rectly 
Rut when a secondary structure pred~ction method was developed using these associa- 
t~on ,  the predictive power dropped t o  62% The apparent discrepancy can be ascr~bed 
to the weak coupling of the prediction score and the high intrins~c predict~on power 
Accordmg to them pred~ction score can be improved usmg a larger database The 
~nfluence of neglect~ng spatial ~nteractions on pred~ct~on efficiency IS also d~scussed 
The method publ~shed by B ~ o u  et a1 ( 1988 ) looks for of hydrophob~c/hydroph~lic 
residues along the sequence according to the known stereo regular features of helices, 
one face is hydrophobic, and P -strands are either all hydrophobic or alternately 
hydrophobic/hydrophilic These simple patterns are surprisingly effectwe with a PI 
of 59% but with a significantly lower correlat~on coefficient ( Mathews 1975, Garnier 
1991 ) and tends to be more accurate for small prote~ns Many sets of rules of Lirn 
( Lim 1974 ) wh~ch are associated with size and shape of amino aclds, the format~on 
of tightly packed hydrophobic core and a polar shell are quite complicated Kabsch 
and Sander ( 1983a), among others, could manage to program this method, observed 
that L~m's method performed rather well on the proteins used to set up the rules ( 
learning set ), but on the test set its accuracy falls when compared to the methods of 
Chou and Fasman and GOR ( Garn~er 1991 ) This a general tendency of patterns 
recogn~tion methods as explained by Rooman and Wodak ( 1988 ) who showed a 
drop of the PI for four states from 96% for the learning set down to  51% after cross- 
val~dation Their method was based on the recognit~on of a spec~fic pattern of a t  most 
three ammo ac~ds In a sequence length of nlne ammo a c ~ d  residues Rooman et al 
( Rooman 1990 ) found that the local structures defined defined by conformat~onal 
s im~lar~ty are not superior to secondary structure for prediction purposes, instead 
they help In gaming ins~ght into the factors that ~nfluence the pred~ct~ve value of 
der~ved associat~ons They concluded that the number of retamed associations is In 
large excess over the number expected from a random correlat~on between sequence 
and structure ~rrespect~ve of how local conformation IS defined This led to use only 
a very small number of associations which can be used as rehable using statistical 
cr~tena,  due to the limited size of the data base The other posslbxlrty may be that 
these and other rel~able associations correspond to regons of the polypept~de cham 
whose confo~ rnat~on are locally deterrnmed and that these regions may play a 1o1c in  
fold~ng 
1.1.5 Neural Networks 
Neural netwozk represents a very powerful technique for a computer to detect common 
f~aturcs  In a learning set of data and to be able to recognize them in another sct of 
data I t  mimics the architecture of neurons in the human bram In oversimplified 
manner and consists of a number of simple, connected computational units that  take 
signals from other units such that,  if the sum of the signals is above a threshold, a 
signal is passed onto further units In practice the amino acid sequences constitute 
the input layer, wh~ch is made up of the  amino a a d  codes of a certain sequence 
length Each amino acid of this sequence receives a code according t o  its nature and 
position i in the sequence At each input Y, a welght or a connection factor w,k for 
each conformation state k is attributed and added along the sequence length w ~ t h  a
bias factor bk The result of this input, Xk, of the hidden layer is transformed in a 
dose- a response curve Sk with a cutoff value t,, when the output is greater than 
t,, the conformation of the greatest output is predicted The parameters w, b and 
t are optimized on a learning set of known structures, which are usually predicted 
with a PT of > 90% ( Qian 1988 ), however the same set of parameters when used to  
tvst set of ptotc~ns the PT value was found to be 64 3% for a three state precl~ctlon 
Holley and Karplus ( 1989 ) found that in increase in the accuracy of the t ra~ning 
set can lead to  a decrease of the predictive accuracy of the test set The review 
paper by Hirst and Sternberg ( 1992 ) describes the application of neural network in 
predicting the secondary structure of p~oteins Regarding the applicabil~ty and the 
success of neural network, there are two striking vlew points, according to Eisenhaber 
et a1 ( 1995 ), the accuracy obtained by neural network methods are substantially 
better than the prediction accuracy from statistical approaches ( Chou 1974a, Lim 
1974, Garn~er  1978 ), but according to Garnier and Levin ( 1991 ) these results are 
not significantly different to  that obtained by other methods using either sequence 
slmllarity ( Garnier 1978 ) or mformation theory Referring to T-lolley and T<arpluu 
( 1989 ) Garnier and Levin ( 1991 ) conclude that due to the small size of the 
da tabac  used for the development it becomes very easy to develop a method that 1s 
too dependent on the database used for its development, in generdl more rules yo11 
have, the less transferable your method 1s They observe the same thmg holds true 
for artificial ~ntelligence methods such as to predict turns and non turns ( Cohen 1986 
) m d  plobably this is the reason why theie has been no teally successful appll~ation 
of expelt systems to  protein secondary structure predlction 
Zhang and co-workers ( 1992 ) have developed a variant of neural network, the so 
called hybrid system A neural network module, a statistical module, and a memory 
based reasoning module ale used and the out put from these three modules are fed 
into a "combiner" which makes the final predictions The three subsystems ale trained 
individually on test sets To allow some cross validation the method was checked over 
107 protein structures divided into 8 different sets and a prediction accuracy of 66 4% 
was achieved for the three state model ( a , ,l? and coil ) Three subsystems gave the 
same incorrect predictions for 20% of the residues, posslbly indicating the llmltations 
of structure prediction methods due to  non-local interactions 
Similar techniques have been applied for the calculation of distance tables which can 
he used for structure plediction by Salzberg and Cost ( Salzberg 1992 ) Prediction of 
alpha helix domaln by Muggleton et a1 ( 1992, 1993 ), and beta turns by McGregol 
and co-workers ( 1989 ) using neural network method have shown cons~derable success 
( Eisenhaber et a1 1995 ) 
Recently Rost et al ( 1993, 1994a,b ) have trained a two-layered feed-forward neural 
network on a non-redundant data base of 130 protein chams to predict the secondaiy 
s t ruc tu~c of watel-soluble proteins The Input Instead of a slngle sequence, conslsts of 
evolut~onary information In the form of multiple sequence alignments The incl~ls~on 
of protein family mformation in this form increases the prediction accuracy by six 
to eight percentage points An overall accuracy of 70 8% is obtalned for globular 
proteins, however if four membrane protein chains are included in the evaluation, 
the overall accuracy drops to 70 2% Another interesting aspect of thls method 1s 
the posltion speclfic reliab~lity Index For half of the residues predicted wlth a high 
lcvel of ~ e l l a b ~ h t y  he ovexall accuracy Increases to better than 82% More rcallst~c 
predlction of segment length is another strength of the method I t  has been shown 
by Yi and Lander ( Yi 1993 ) that for a subset of res~dues the wondary  structural 
state czn be predicted with very high probability 
11.6 Other methods 
Ptitsyn and Flnkelste~n ( 1983 ) have developed a molecular theory of protein sec- 
onclaly structure predict~on ~ncorpo~at ing  both local and long range interactions in an 
Tsing like model The relative stab~lities of a! and P structures for different residues 
In synt,hetic polypept~des described by the  stereo-chemical theory a le  used to evalu- 
ate local lnteractions Long range lnteractions are approximated by the interaction of 
each c h a ~ n  region with the averaged hydt ophobic template They argued that  results 
of ihcl t l i c ~ y  f o ~  t tw unfolded d ~ a ~ n s  can 1)c ~rsccl to p lcd~ct  h s t  stagcbs or plolc~~n 
foldlng A PI value of 63% was reported by Ptitsyn and F~nkelsteln ( 1989 ) 
An extenswe sequence analysis of the  eucaryotic cytochrome P-450 protein familles 
was carried out by Ouzounis and Melvin ( Ouzoun~s 1991 ) to  identify conserved 
regions that  might be related t o  secondary structural features in the Pseudomonas 
putida camphor hydroxylase ( P-450 Cam ) The clearly identified the structulally 
Impel tant helices based on their studles Studies in the simllar line have been calried 
out by Russel et a1 ( 1992 ) on SH2 fam~ly of phosphotyrosme blnd~ng doma~ns,  
N~ermann and Kirschner ( 1991 ) in lmprovlng the prediction of secondaly structule 
of 'TIM-barrel' enzymes, Gibson et a1 ( 1993 ) to propose the structure for the 
DNA-bindmg domain of the Helix-loop-Hehx fam~ly of eukaryot~c gene regulatory 
pt otc~ns  
The1 e has been a consider able intel est In pred~cting the membl ane spannlng I egions 
Most of the methods tly to  identify hydtophob~c struct~iles In the sequence Degh 
Eposti ( 1990 ) and cow01 k e ~ s  have ~ e v ~ e w e d  and evaluated diffelent plediction met h- 
ods The method described by Kyte ard Dool~ttle ( 1982 ) uses the mean hydropho- 
h c ~ t  y calculated over a span 19 res~dues Rcto and Argos ( 1986 ) considered residues 
that break the trans-membrane helices Von Heilne ( 1986,1992 ) along with a trape- 
zo~ddl slldlng w~ndow in the hydrophobic analys~s utdized the scheme "positive-inside 
rule" z e consideration of positively charged residues interior to  the membrane Use 
of rriult~ple sequence ahgnments In ielated pr otelns for prediction of transmembla-ne 
wgments has been utilized in recent algor ithrn by Pelsson and A1 gos ( 1994 ) 
Recently Solovyev and Salamov ( 1994 ) have developed a simple method for pro- 
tein secondary structure prediction whch attempts to find the location of secondaly 
structure segments usmg h e a r  d~scr~minant analys~s Tn t h ~ s  method the assignment 
of a particular type of secondaiy structure to segments of given ammo acid sequence 
depends on the amino acid composition of intelnd parts of segments as well cls them 
termmal and adlacent regions Combining hydrophobic moment, segment smglet, 
and pair preferences to an a! -helix and fi -strand, they constructed four linear d ~ s -  
crimmant functions for short and long a! -helix and ,G' -strand segments respectively 
Segment smglet and palr preferences were calculated by sumrnlng the preference pa- 
~amctels  of smgle residues and pails of lesidues located In a segment and its c~tllacent 
regions Three state predict~ons on 126 non-homologous proteins using the jackknife 
test they obtamed an overall prediction accuracy of correctly predicted residues to be 
65 1% Long secondary structure segments ( -89% of a! -helices of length > 8 and 
~ 7 1 %  of P -strands of length > 6 are correctly located w ~ t h  probab~lity of correct 
pred~ction 0 82 and 0 78 respectively 
Most of the secondary structure pred~ction methods described so far are hased on 
the influence of other res~dues in the close vicmty of the residue to be predicted, 
in other words they cons~der the sequence-specific mformatlon wh~ch is presl~rnahly 
hased on local interactions The secondary structure, undoubtedly, is also based on 
so called distant interact~ons or non-local interact~on Thus most of the stat~stical 
I I I ~  1 1 ~ 1 s  have p i ~ c l ~ c t ~ o n  accuracy of 50 to 65% based on s~nglc sequencca 1Towrvul 
when multiple alignment 1s considered the PI ed~ction accl~dcy lncl eases up to 70% 
Thus the multiple alignment which reflec 1s the allowed variations In the sequence 1s 
important for this improvement Accord~iig to Eisenhaber et a1 ( 1995 ) further Im- 
provement of secondary structure predict~on can be ach~eved by influencing the local 
decision or the secondary structural state of a given residue with more mformation 
vzz environmental states ( Yi 1993 ), sequence length, amino acid ( Kneller 1990, 
Rost 1994 ) and dipeptide composition 
Now we turn our attention to  the pred~ct~on of tert~ary structures Next few sections 
w~ll bi1c4y desuibe the underlymg pr inc~pla  by diffeient researd~ers 
1 1 7 Prediction of Tertiary Structure 
Anfinsen ( Anfinsen 1973 ) In his classic paper states the thermodynamic hypoth- 
esis as follows, "The three dimensional structure of a native protein In ~ t s  normal 
physiolog~cal milieu ( solvent, pH, ionic strength, presence of other components such 
as metal ions or prosthetic groups, temperature and other ) IS the one wh~ch,  the 
G ~ b b s  free energy of the whole system is lowest z e that the native conformat~on 
is determined by the totallty of ~nter -a tom~c interactions and hence by the amino 
acid sequence, In a given environment " Desp~te intense research, till date a suitable 
mechanistlc approach to understand foldlng transition remains ohsciire and the pro- 
tezn foldzng problem to  understand how the ammo acid sequence specifies the  three 
dimensional structure- has yet t o  be solved ( Lattman 1993, Cohen & Kuntz 1990 ) 
Tt is shown ( Reeke 1988, Ngo 1992 ) that both a two- and three-dimensional mathe- 
matlcal model describ~ng the folding process as a free energy m~nimization problem, 
that is finding the lowest energy conformation form of polypept~de cham from an 
energy funct~on containing pairwlse terms and possibly other expressions , is NP- 
complete This means that the problem belongs t o  a large set of computational 
problems, assumed t o  be very hard ("conditionally intractable") ( Fraenkel 1993 ) 
Levinthal pointed out ( Levinthal 1969 ) that  finding the native folded state  of a 
proteln by random search among all possible configuration can take enormously long 
t ~ m e ,  yet protelns can fold in seconds or less This contention otherwise is known 
as Levinthal's paradox Wetlaufer ( 1973 ) pomted out that the kinetic factors may 
play a significant role in determinmg ptotein structure In particular he mentions 
that the argument was advanced by Levlnthal that something like a nucleat~on event 
must occur to  permit structure formation in biologically feas~hle tlme He argues that 
In the early stages of the three dimens~onal structure formation ( nucleation ) occur 
independently in separate parts of these molecules A nucleus can grow rapidly by 
add~ng  peptide chain segments that are close t o  the nucleus In amino acid sequence 
Such a process would generate three dtmensional ( native ) prote~n structutes that 
contam separate regions of continuous peptide cham 
Conslder a polymer chain of n llnks, each of which has two rotatable bonds with k 
energetically equal structures for each bond The total number of structures 1s given 
Chpter-1 lntrod uctlon 29 
by N = k2" If k = 3, N = 321b w 10'' Assume th& e a h  intcrnal rotatlorl occiils 
~ndcpendently a t  a frequency of 1013s", then 2 x 1013n structures are sampled per 
sec The tlme t requlred to  sample each conformation m trmes is t = m lon s/2 ~ 1 0 %  
Of course such model 1s greatly oversimplified ignorlng excluded volume effects, side 
cham flexlbllity, correlation motlons, attract~on between d~fferent parts of the chain 
etc Nonetheless ~t 1s highly doubtful that accounting for these effects would reduce 
the random search to a blologlcally flexible value rn the range of 10-I - 103sec 
Recently Bagchi et al ( 1992 )have shown that a small and phys~cally reasonable 
enelgy bias agalnst locally unfavourable configurat~ons of the order few kT, can reduce 
Levinthal's time to  a blolog~cally significant slze In connection with this, Btyngelson 
et a1 ( 1995 ), Gulukota and Wolynes ( 1994 ) have discussed folding pathways and 
funnels as other poss~ble explanations 
The apparent complexity of the folded proteln structures and the range of conforma- 
tlonal states have not stopped researchers to  calculate low energy confolmations of 
polypept~de chains to  predict 3D-structure and functions The attempt to find the 
native structure from an extended polypeptide conformat~on 1s known as ab znztzo 
fold~ng This approach requires (a) a preclse energy function capable of d~scrimmat- 
mg the natlve fold form other conformatlons and (b) powerful and efficient procedures 
In wait hing the con for mat~ontll space Ther e are many molec~ilar-mechanlcd cncsrgy 
functions available such as ECEPP by Nemethy et al ( 1983, 1992 ), GROMOS by 
van Gunsteren and Berendsen ( 1977 ), CHARMM by Brooks et al ( 1983 ), AMBER 
by Weiner et a1 ( 1986 ), DISCOVER by Dauber-Osguthorpe et al ( 1988 ) and the 
r ~ g d  geometry model of Robson and Platt ( 1986 ) 
Even ~f we conslder a small protem, the determinat~on of low energy conformatlons is 
difficult due to  high d~mens~onallty of the conformat~onal space The energy surface 1s 
rough and contains multiple minima The number of local energy minima Q increases 
exponentially with the number of resldues N as 
where b 1s in the range of 10 as shown by Head-Gordon et a1 ( 1991 ) 
Numerous attempts vzt Complete enumeration ( Bruccolen 1993 ), ~ ~ i 1 d - u ~ ~ ~  
n~ques - Vasquez and Scheraga ( 1985 ), Vajda and DeL~si ( 1990 ), Sippl ( 1900, 
1993 ) , Simon et a1 ( 1991 ), Determinist~c methods - ( averagmg of the potential 
over a suitably wide range t o  ach~eve a smoother potential funct~on ) Kostrowicki and 
Scheraga ( 1992 ), Head-Gordon and Stillinger ( 1993 ) are notable 
Sampling the free energy space using Monte Carlo s~mulation have been carlied out 
by many researchers, vzz Pame and Scheraga ( 1987 ), Li and Scheraga ( 1987 ), 
Purlsima and Scheraga ( 1987 ), Wilson and Cui ( 1990 ), Okamoto (1994 ), Nayeem 
et nl ( 1991 ), Abagyan and Argos ( 1992 ), Lambert and Scheraga ( 1989a,b,c ), 
Bascle et a1 ( 1993 ), Abagyan and Totrov ( 1994 ) 
Genet~c algorithms as a heuristic tool to search for the favaourable conformations has 
been used by many including Dandekar and Aigos ( 1992 ), Unger and Moult ( 1093 
), Sun ( 1993 ),Dandekar and Argos ( 1994 ) 
Attempts in molecular dynarn~cs s~mulations can be found In Mazur et a1 ( 1991), 
Dorofeev and Mazur ( 1993 ), Norman et a1 ( 1994 ), Okunhor and Skeel (1994), 
Beglov (1991) and Degget & Levitt (1993) 
Folding simulations with full physical details is computat~onally very expenslve 
Efforts have been made towards simpl~fying the energy function, the geometlic rep- 
resentat~on of the molecule and the search space Researchers have felt that  the 
the number of pairwise interactions can be reduced by the ~ntioduction of cutoffs 
are Abagyan and Argos ( 1992 ), Schr eiber and Stemhauser ( 1992 ), Stembach and 
Brooks ( 1994 ), Abagyan and Tortov ( 1994 ) 
As mentioned in the beginnmg "threading of amino acld sequences through struc- 
tural mot~fs " or simply "threading" is comparatively a new field As mtroduced by 
Bryant and Lawrence ( 1993 ) "threadmg" a sequence through a fold means a spec~fic 
altgnment between amino acids of the sequence under considerat~on and the res~duc! 
positions of the foldmg motifs The known structure establishes a set of possible 
ammo a c ~ d  p o s ~ t ~ o n s  In the three dimensional space ( the tertiary template ) The 
query sequence is made sim~lar  t o  the structure by placing its amino a c ~ d s  Into the 
aligned posit~ons The recogn~tion of sequence and structure is modified by a suitable 
score or potential funct~on for the evaluation of each ahgnment (Sakanov~ch 1994) 
The methods in the literature dlffet in the details of ( Eisenhaber et a1 1995 ) 
a the derivat~on of the score function 
0 the alignment procedure for a single sequence with a single structure 
a a single sequence vs mult~ple stt uctures 
0 a single fold vs multiple sequences 
There are a few excellent reviews by Woodak and Rooman ( 1993 ), Argos ( 1994 ), 
and Lathrop ( 1994 ) 
Comparison of the tertiary structures ( Samudrala et a1 1995, Sali and Blundell 
1993, Carson et a1 1994 ) of homologous (Have1 & Snow 1991, Sander and Schen~der 
1991 ) proteins shows that the three dimens~onal ( Blundell 1988 ) structures are 
more conserved in evolution than sequences The elements of secondary structures 
are arranged in srmilar three dlrnensional topologies and most ammo acid replace 
ments, insertions and deletions occur at surface positions ( Balal 1984 ) Or~g~nally 
lt was assumed that, because the volumes of cores of homologous proteins are con- 
served in evolution, the relationship of different secondary structural elements was 
also conscrvcd However careful studies by Chot~a nd Lesk of azurm/plastocyan~n ( 
Choth~a 1982 ) , immunoglobins ( Lesk 1982 ), globins ( Lesk 1980 )and cytochrome 
c ( Chothia 1984 ) show that for proteins cons~sting of beta sheets, the strands move 
relat~vely l~tt le,  although two sheets may move relative to each other However, In al- 
pha helical proteins the helices may shift cons~derably relative to each other The root 
mean square differences In positions of topologically equivalent residues in pairs of 
homologous proteins is a function of the resolution of -X-ray analyses and increases 
with percentage d~fferences In sequence ( Chotia 1986 ) The amino acid res~dues 
that are least accessible to solvent d~ffer less in homologous structures ( Hubbald 
1987 ) This rndlcates that these res~dues may provide a better framework on which 
to construct a model However, In proteins w ~ t h  a s~milar funct~on, shifts In ~ t s  sec- 
ondary structural elements tend to  be compensatory so that active slte geometry is 
maintained Loops connecting secondary structure are variable both in sequence and 
str ucttlre since there are fewer constraints upon them f o ~  function or folding except 
where they are shoi t 
1.2 Present methodology - principle, scope and 
applications 
The methodology we have followed in generating three dimensional models for a given 
peptide sequence is based on linking the geometries of two doublets A doublet refers 
to the geometry ( two 4 ,  $ pa r s  ) of two consecutive amino acid residues ( or three 
linked peptides as defined by Venkatachalam (1968)), observed in protein structures 
determined by X-ray crystallographic methods We have made a dictionary of all the 
400 ( 20 x 20 ) structures 
The doublet structures used in our modelling come from widely different proteins 
with no significant homology as mentioned in chapter2 A motivation for the present 
work in fact came from our desire to develop programs without resorting to  homology 
and such questions as what happens in situations where sequence alignment which is 
the most important step in homology based methods is not poss~ble The fact that 
some of the models, the methodology presented here produces are found to be good 
apptoxrmations of the right structnre, encourages us to think that the method may 
find some real application for modelling in such situations 
The present theory alms to look a t  a new way of generating three drmensional struc- 
tures of peptide sequences The peptide sequence is broken up into into its overlap- 
prng amino acrd pairs The conformations of these doublets are taken from different 
protein structures available in the Protein Data Bank and the overlapping doublets 
are recombined following a simple geometric criterion that contiguous doublets Al- 
A2 c t r ~ d  AL-Ad can be combined to grve the structure of the triplet AI-Az-A?, r f  the 
conformations of A2 are the same in both or very similar 
The algo~lthm has been appl~ed to a few test cases and the results show thclt for 
short peptldes and protein fragments it facilitates the simulation of a set of three 
dimens~onal structures in wh~ch we could find the correct solut~on The utility of 
the piesent approach arlses from the fact that the concept fot gene~at~ng  the three 
d~mensional structures originates in the actual geometr~es of the doublets ( 4 , @ 
angles ) as mirrored in the intricacies of prote~n environments Tn the lo~ning of the 
doublet structures which are the basic units of modell~ng in the present piogram , 
the program glves a conscious b ~ a s  towards those orlentations already seen in known 
proteins structures By v~rtue of t h ~ s  direct~onal propensity, the number of three 
d~mensional structures is found restricted to  a highly lim~ted number In a test 
case involving 26 residues ( Mehttin, chapter 2 ), the program generated 72 three 
d~mensional structures, out of which 13 structures are close to the native one within 
r m s d ( Cohen & Sternberg 1980 ) interval 3-3 5A Considering the flexibility of 
the peptide backbone for bond rotations In the 4 ,  + angles the number of possihle 
conformat~ons for the amino acid sequence can be tens of thousands and therefore rt 1s 
qu~te  reveahng to find that the method provides a means to view plausible structural 
alternatives limited to such a small number The present method falls Into ab  ~nitio 
category, of course it does not claim to predict tert~ary structure of peptide sequence 
It is a simulation of plausible three-dimensional structures accordmg to an objective 
cr~terion In determining the conformations the ammo acid sequence may take up we 
t,h~nk of the problem as essent~ally geometr~c and how the structures of the component 
ammo ac~ds taken palrwlse fit together We introduce here the concept of lo~ntng 
these doublet structures along specific d~rect~on suggested by protan structu~es In 
the protein data bank The computer s~mulation has been des~gned with the hrn~ted 
Intention that it will fac~litate a t  the level of three dimensional structures , a small 
number of fragments within wh~ch we could find a close model (Hendlich 1990) The 
method is not considered as predict~on of the conformat~onal state of each of the 
t~s id~les  in the ammo ac~d  sequence or a spec~fic attempt made to pred~ct a peptidc~ 
segment as helical, /3 strand or a turn, although we do make an attempt to  apply 
stat~stlcal procedures to assign the generated structures to secondary structural states 
later tn chapte13 
1.3 Future directions 
The work of Unger et  a1 ( Unger 1990 ) wolk deals with the construct~on of frdg- 
ments of protein structures by using the known values for the fixed bond lengths, 
bond angles, and torsion angles, and "d~aling" in the d~hedral angles 4 and $ 
They observed that doublet-preseruzng ft agments, which are const1 uctetl fiom set 
of d~hedral angles drawn at random from known structures in a way such that the 
d~str~bution of two consecutive palrs of d~hedral angles In this population is s ~ m ~ l a i  to 
the d i s t~  ibrrtion of known stt uctu~es, can be used to simulate the structure of s h o ~  t 
peptides The algorithm of Levin et a1 ( 1986, 1988,1993) is based on the hypothes~s 
that short homologous sequences of amino acids have the same secondary structure 
tendencies even if they come from non homologous proteins Our focus was to  develop 
some heuristics to  generate three dimensional structures of peptide fragments from a 
very s~mple criterion The next chapter will show to  what extent we are successfiil 
but the basic question still remains unanswered, how to choose the right one in an 
ensemble of possible three dimensional structures for a peptide fragments We hope 
to extend this method to incorporate more details regarding various aspects of protem 
structures in general 
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Chapter 2 
A new approach for 
three-dimensional modelling of 
polypeptide chains 
2.1 Introduction 
The proteln secondary and tertiary structure prediction pmblem IS still a most difficult 
one There are three d ~ s t ~ n c t  approaches towards this goal uzz 
Cornparatwe model~ng - W h e ~ e  thele 1s a clear sequence ie la t~onsh~p between 
the l a g e t  structure and one or mole known stluctures 
Fold lecognlt~on ('threadmg') - Testing a sequence for compatibil~ty agamst a 
l~brary of folds 
Ah l n ~ t ~ o  s t ruc tu~e prediction - D e ~ w n g  structures, approximate or otherw~se, 
from sequence 
A malor effort has gone into develop~ng the algorithms necessaly fol uslng these 
methods and has played plvotal role i n  advancmg t h ~ s  area of research A survey of 
the results however shows that no one methodology has been developed to the extent 
wh~ch can be considered as generally appl~cable and undersco~es the wed f o ~  an ~ n t  c- 
g~ &on of pt e d ~ c t ~ o n  methods and expel ]mental ddrt~t The I ecent tlc r~ovo pled~ct lor1 
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of the tertiary s t~ucture  of human interletikin-4 by a combination of second~try struc- 
ture pred~ction together w ~ t h  spectroscopic and other experimental results prov~cies 
an example of the beginn~ng of this approach ( Curtls et a1 1991 ) 
In recent years the availability of faster methodologies for X-ray data collect~on fiom 
smgle crystals and their structure solution has led to  a rapld increase in the rate a t  
which new protein structures being added to  the protein data bank T h ~ s  information 
is growing rap~dly and despite the tremendous use PDB ( Protein Data Bank ) has 
been put to in the past, there is a g ~ e a t  deal of information waiting t o  be studied and 
explo~ted One would even hke t o  think that as it is there exists in the proteins already 
solved, enough Imowledge of the essentials of protein folding to met4 the dernantfs of 
applicability to predicting the structure of a new protein with some certainty If this 
knowledge, however, is as yet unrecognized it can hardly be wondered by anyone who 
is acquainted with the extent of the task Considering the exceptional complexity 
with which the predictions of this class have to contend , many may even question 
the feasibility of finding a solution 
The three-dimensional structure of globular protein is an organ~zation of the sec- 
ondary structural elements, ar hel~ces, /? sheets, loops and their comb~ndt~ons 
The tertiary structure of the protein can be easily destroyed by changes in its envlron- 
rnmt and the snme primary sequrnce goes t h ~ o ~ i g h  a varirbty of changcs hrfore ~t chn 
resume the original form when the environment is brought back to  the original con- 
dition NMR, CD and other expe~~mental  ev~dence also arrive at the conclus~on that 
the original structure is not completely lost in the denatuted state I t  now seems cer- 
tain that a res~dual structure exists even under condit~ons which lead predominantly 
to the  rdnclom cod state ( Kim and Baldwin 1990 ) These structures undoubteclly are 
only margmally stable We can imaglne a collection of folding intermediates in wh~ch 
some parts are extended and some contracted into compact forms depending on the 
preferences of the individual amino acids for helical and other secondary structures 
and the tendency for forming energetically favourable conformations Many experi- 
mental and theoret~cal studies now support the existence of structured regions ( Kim 
and Raldwin 1990 ) in the polypeptide cham even when ~t is unfolded, but a t  the 
present state of knowledge it is not possible to  visualize what the actual structures 
are or to construct stra~ghtaway the hologic(t1 structure the primaty scqiencr takes 
up inside the protein 
The science of protein tertrary s t ructu~e prediction will always requrre modelling 
at  different levels in the hierarchy of protein structure This chapter presents an 
algorithm which represents a new way of modelling short peptide sequences a t  the 
tertiary structulal level The input is doublet conformations ( two pairs of adlacent 
4 $ values ) observed in known protein tertiary structures 
2.2 Present strategy 
2.2.1 Principle 
Here we look a t  the doublet structural information from a different perspective Our 
approach is specifically geometric We prepare a dictionary of all the doublet struc- 
tures taking their ( q5 , $ , w ) angles from the proteins in the protein data bank 
We view the structure of a new amino acid sequence as an amalgamat~on of those 
doublet conformations , specifically as a union of the physical structures of 
the doublets which are contiguous to each other in the amino acid chain 
FOI example ~f we want to generate structures for an amino acid triplet say A1-A2-A3, 
we first split l t  into its doublet components A1-A2 and A2-A3 The algor~thm then 
heats the struct~ire of A1-A2-A3 as arlslng out of a process in which the geometlies of 
A1-A2 and A2-A3 are compared a t  the common residue A2 and then merged together 
The binding rule IS a recognition of the fact that A2 must possess the same configura- 
tion ( 4 , $ values ) in both A1-A2 and A2-A3, if they have to be physically merged 
together There exlsts numerous potentlal directions along which A3 can be linked to 
A1-A2 to form the structure of the triplet A1-A2-A3 The protocol helps to select the 
particular orientations already found in protein structures, as the conformations we 
use for A1-A2 and A2-A3 come from known protein structures The same procedure 
is used whenever a new residue is to be added Thus the structure of a tetra peptide 
sequence A1-A2-As-A4 IS obtamed by amalgamating the geometries of the three dou- 
blet linlts A1-A2, A2-A3 and As-A4 The operation is sequential, the union of A1-A2 
with A2-AS is followed by the unlon of As-A4 The procedure stops either after all 
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the peptide units have been opeiated in this way or when the pept~de u n ~ t  which is 
be~ng  attached fails to provide 4 , $ values close to those of the pievious residue 
to  which it is attached Using the simple rule the algorithm calculates an ensemble 
of structural alternatives for any given prlmary sequence segment The ph~losophy 
is that the positions and conformational angles found in doublets in proteins have a 
great deal of structural information built into them which could be used to  construct 
the structural forms the amino acid sequence might adopt in different environments 
and that the residue getting attached in some sense is directed by the information 
emhodred in the peptide to which i t  is getting attached The algorithm focuses on this 
approach and the strategy we use in the selection of the doublet geometries necessary 
for this purpose 
2 2.2 Motivation and objective 
Each generated structure has thus explicit information about the 4 , $ and 
w torsional angles at  each amino acid step in the peptide backbone and has all 
the structural details including H-bonds so that we can visualize how the structuies 
actually look like The polypeptide backbones are also found to  essentially satisfy 
the requirement of being free from s t em clashes in van der Wads contacts The 
t~iot ~ v ~ t  lor1 f o ~  d(~vclop~ng t h ~ s  tllgor 11 hrn Iri fdct was t h ~ s  q q w d  the dpp~  odch Iirlcl for 
generating phys~cally realistic structures, and the novelty of the concept the strategy 
uses in loinlng doublet geometries I t  was not so much a new strategy for pred~cting 
unique structures Our object was to des~gn a method by which we can identify a small 
number of structural possibdities for a given ammo acid segment where the individual 
peptides reflected as fully as posslble the 6 , $ angles seen in prote~n structures 
In the generated models, the peptlde structures have the same 4 , $ torsions as 
found in real protein structures, could therefore reflect to some extent, some of the 
influences of protein environment and have thus relevance to the actual structures the 
amino acid sequence might take inside a protein or to  the particular forms it might 
assume as folding intermediates Our present analysis makes us strongly believe that 
the method has potential for such application 
2 2.3 Scope 
We have experimented with this simple iule to program the structural ytofiles of 
several polypeptides fragments The program leads to the derivation of standard 
structures like the a! helix, P strand and other structural types Tt was ie 
vealing to find that In each situat~on, the method generated structures close to real 
ones often within an r m s d of about 0 5 to 1W Some of these will be discussed late1 
under case studles The examples show that the method is capable of generating 
physically tedistic models, flee ftom s te i~c  ldshes and suggests the televance of the 
basic pr~nciple in our approach to derive polypeptide conformat~ons, some of which 
have biophysical relevance Thus the models provided by the present protocol pro- 
vide a perspective of possible structures The algorithm is simple and can be easily 
implemented on a computer for rapldly sampling the conformational space of short 
polypeptide sequences The strategy used here helps to identify a small number of 
structural forms within which there is a real possibilityof selecting a structure close 
to the native conformation 
2 2 4 Preparation of Data from Protein Data Bank 
The data set for the present algotithm was developed using 193 protein structures 
The program requires a reliable data base of hlgh quality structures The selection of 
thc plotclns was organized around our concept of using peptide doublets and generat(. 
structuies without resorting to homology It was therefore important to avoid related 
and repetitive sequences The first step therefore was to identify repetitive structures 
and filt,el them out priol to search by the piogram The set of protein structures wcAre 
taken from the data sets produced by the Protein Data Bank (PDB) ( Bernstein 1977 
) This selection was based on the crlteria suggested by Hobohm et a1 ( Hobohm 1992 
) The protein llst based on the PDB 1993 release was obtained by anonymous ftp 
from ftp embl-heidelberg de The file contains several lists, each a t  a different cutoff 
of similarity The most stringent is the 25% list, in wh~ch no two proteins have more 
than 25% sequence identity (for al~gnments of length 80 or more residues) The 3096, 
40% up to  70% lists are increasingly more permrssive, and contain more protein 
chams We have cons~dered three l~sts, 25%) 30% and 35% From these three llbts 
protein structures were chosen which are having resolution better than 2 5 A and R 
factor 5 20% except a few cases wh~ch ale mentioned below Following these cr~teria 
193 protein structures were chosen (Table 2 1 and Table 2 2) 
The meaning of the columns in Table 2 1 and Table 2 2 columns are 
thrsh threshold (s~milar~ty cutoff) 
ID PDB-identifier (last letter cham ~dent~fier) 
naa number of amino acid residues (standard plus non-standard) 
n-hlx number of residues in helical conformation (DSSP-assignment Kabsch and Sander 1983 
n-bta number of residues in beta conformation (DSSP-assignment) 
A few plotems with h~gher R-factors are also chosen as mdicated in Table 2 3 
2.2 5 Preparation of Doublet ( amino acid pair ) Dictionary 
For each protein in the above list ,( 4 ,, II, ) values were calculated In calculat~ng 
these angles proper care was taken to eliminate ambiguous cases which include hke 
those having discontinuity in the numbeiing of amino acid res~dues, if two or mole 
homologous chains are involved only one chain is taken into account There are 20 
naturally occurring amino acid residues So 20 x 20 = 400 amino acid doublets can 
be formed vzz ALA ALA,ALA ARG etc In our studies we have defined an ammo 
acid doublet to be consisting of 4 consecutive Ca atoms The backbone representation 
of the doublct looks hke 
T h ~ s  replesentation allows us to define two sets of ( 6 , $J , w ) angles vzz ( rjl 
, $1 , wl  ) and ( 4 2  , $2 , w2 ) for each doublet (F~gure 2 1) 
A part~cular prote~n sequence 
A1 4 A3 A4 4 - 2  An-1 An (2 2) 
is part~tioned into a sequence of (n - 1) overlapping doublets as given below 
Table 2 1 The list of Protelns w ~ t h  R 5 20% used to construct the Data Set of 
Doublets 
thrsh ID naa nh lx  n-bta ID naa nh lx  n-bta 
25 102L- 163 105 15 2HAD- 310 130 
1AA J- 
lAAPA 
1ADS- 
1 ASOA 
lAVHA 
lBBHA 
lBBKA 
lBBPA 
1CA J, 
1CBN- 
l C B X  
1CCR- 
lCDTA 
1CLM- 
lCMBA 
l C 0 X  
lCPCA 
lCPCL 
1 C P L  
lCSE1 
lDFNA 
1ECO- 
IEND, 
1EZM- 
lFBAA 
IFDD, 
IFHA- 
lFIAB 
l F N R  
lFXIA 
1GKY- 
1GLY- 
lGMFA 
1GOX- 
lGP lA  
1GPB- 
lGSTA 
lH1LA 
1IFC- 
1LIG- 
1LPE- 
lLTS A 
lLTSC 
lLTSD 
1LZ3- 
lMAMH 
Table 2 2 The list of Prote~ns w~th R 5 20% used to construct the Data Set of 
Doublets (Threshold for 1ABA- to 4DFRA 1s 30% and for 1AK3A to 8DFR- is 35%) 
thrsh ID naa nhlx n-bta ID naa nhlx n-bta 
25 1MDC- 132 13 71 8ABP- 305 145 67 
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Table 2 3 List of proteins with relatively high R-factor ~ncluded to construct the 
data set of doublets 
thrsh ID Res R-factor thrsh ID Res R-factor 
25 lBBKA 2 20 0 22 25 1UTG- 134  0 23 
25 1CLM- 180 0 21 25 1WSYA 2 50 0 25 
25 ICPL- 2 50 0 21 25 lWSYB 2 50 0 25 
25 1FDD- 190 0 21 25 2LBP- 2 40 0 21 
25 l F N R  2 20 0 23 25 2MADL 225 021 
25 lFXIA 2 20 0 23 25 2REN- 2 50 0 22 
25 1GLY- 220 0 23 25 3B5C- 150  0 22 
25 lMAMH 250 022 25 3GAPA 2 50 0 21 
25 lMTNA 2 20 0 23 30 lRNBA 190  021 
25 lMINB 2 20 0 23 35 1AK3A 190  0 28 
25 1NXB- 138  0 24 35 1ALC- 170  0 22 
25 10MF- 240 021 35 1CC5- 2 50 0 29 
25 10MP- 180  0 21 35 1CY3, 2 50 0 34 
25 1RCB- 2 20 0 22 35 1HIP- 2 00 0 24 
25 1TIE- 250 021 35 1MDAA 250 036 
Figure 2 1 The representation of a doublet in terms of backbone atoms and two pairs 
of 4 , $ tors~ons are also indicated 
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In calculating the q5 , $J values the first and the last doublets were rejected as 4 
for the first and $ for the last can not be calculated 
The ( 4 , $J ) values were thus calculated for each of the (n - 2) doublets 
and the information for the zth doublet A,-A,+l specified by its backbone torsions 
( 4; $J; w; &+' IS stored as 
A, - A,+1 fl T): wf w:+' pdbwde reszdue number = z (2 4) 
where z denotes the residue number of the first amino acid in the doublet A,-A,+l 
and z = 2,3 , n - 2 where n = total number of ammo acid residues of the protein 
sequence Pdbcode refers to  the 4 letter code provided for each protein by PDB 
Continuing in the same fashlon the ( 4 , $ , w ) values for all the chosen proteln 
structures were evaluated All the 400 doublets from different proteins were assembled 
and the data set corresponding to  each amino acid doublet was named accordingly 
As mentioned the  program first looks at each of the chosen protein structures In the 
Protein Data Base and calculates the ( 4 , $ ) values and stores them as a d~ctlonary 
of tables where the ( 4 , $J ) assignment available for each amino acid doublet 1s in 
one table Thls pocedure helps to ietr~eve the ( 4 , $J ) values easily for makmg 
comparisons proposed in the present method The d~stributlon of ( 4 , $ ) values 
for amino acid residues can be broad and cover several ranges in the Ramachandran 
plot clnd therefore different tables will have different number of entrles depending on 
the nature of the amino acid doublet and the number of times it 15 been found in the 
proteins The Ramachandran diagram is divided mto four regions following Brunger( 
1992 ) and is given in Figure 2 2 The a! region is bounded by (ABCDEFGHTJK), 
and consists of four convex polygons I,II,ITI and TV as described in the Figure 2 2 
Similarly P region is composed of three convex polygons as marked in the plot 
The a~ region is bounded by (ABCD)L The the distribut~on of 400 doublets with 
reference to  these four regons has been carried out and not reported here as it is not 
requ~red for the present algorithm 
Figure 2 2 diagrams showing the four reg~ons into which 4 , @ values are distributed 
vzz a region bounded by (AB ), etc 
2.2.6 The Algorithm 
S t e p  I - P r e p a r a t i o n  of blocks each representmg t h e  , $ informat ion  
for indiv~dual a m i n o  acid pair 
In order to look a t  the ( 4 , t) ) assignment of a given peptide sequence 
it IS first split up into its overlapping amino acid doublets 
For a sequence of n ammo acids, the number of the overlapping doublets is n - 1 
The ( 4 , $ , w ) assignment for each of (n  - 1) amino acid doublets is chosen from 
the dictionary already mentioned This group of n - 1 tables is then concatenated 
into a single da ta  set, having (n - 1) contiguous blocks,each representing one doublet 
and where the information regarding its available q5 , I) values, 1s displayed in the 
follow~ng form 
where 2 = 1,2, ,la - 1 and denotes the res~due number In the glven sequence, 
k = k* ( 4 , $ ) p a r  In the zth block k = 1,2, , n, and n, refers to  the total 
number of occurrences m the P block That a Af-A:+, refers to the kth occurrence 
of the zth block So the zt%lock can be viewed as a matrix having n, rows, and each 
row bemg descr~bed In the form given above 
Step IIA - Generat ion of q5 , $ values for a given sequence 
Tn order to generate possible ( 4 , $ ) values for the sequence 
we first select the cont~guous blocks 
The ( 4 , @ ) assignment corresponding to  the triplet 
can be generated from amalgamating the ( 4 , 9 ) assignments of the doublets 
A,-A,+, and A,+1-A,+2 Ideally the doublets A,-A,+I and A,+,-A,+2 can be amalg* 
mated into one structure only when the common A,+, residue has identical values 
for q5 and $ in both the doublets, which a however very unlikely Look~ng at  the 
distribution of ( q5 , ) values for the ammo acid doublets we have cons~dered the 
two doublets A,-A,+l and A,+1-A,+2 s~milar and related if the both ( q5 , 9 ) values 
of the common residue A,+1 are close to each other w ~ t h ~ n  of f 20 " 
Tt is now a question of taking each entry in the block corresponding to  amino acid 
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pair A,-A,+l and matching it with the entries In the block correspondmg to A,+l- 
A,+2 doublet to see for which entry(s) belonging to the (2 + l)th residue-block the 
"closeness" criterion is sat~sfied If the search rule finds p such cases, the entry which 
is closest (say the k' th belonging to A,+1-A,+2 ) is selected and mated with A,-A,+l 
to obtain ( q5 , T,LJ ) values for the triplet A,A,+1A,+2 as ment~oned earlier The 
triplet is now logged on to its cont~guous block and the operation repeated to find 
out an entry in the A,+2A,+3 block where ( 4 ,  $ ) value of Aat2 residue is matched 
to generate ( 4 , $ ) values for the tetrarner AsAl+lAa+2A1+3 The operation is 
continued, the growing chain with each operation havmg one residue more than the 
previous as illustrated below 
lat stage A, &+I At+2 &+s 
2nd stage A,-A,+l &+2 &+3 
3rd stage A4t+l-A,+2 At+3 
4U" stage At-&+l-&+2-&+3 
The search is given up either when the last block (z e (n - I ) ~ ~ )  doublet a reached 
or when the "closeness" criterion for chain development fails to satisfy At this stage 
search procedure is remitiallzed, taking the next entry from the same block as the 
probe doublet and the same threading procedure through the next doublets is carried 
out hkewise to generate posslble ( 4 , @ ) assignment for the longer sequence The 
operation is repeated for each of the doublets in the chosen block till the last e n t ~ y  
in the block is read Then the entire process continues afresh from the first entry in 
the next block 
Step IIB - Closeness criterion used for amalgamatmg contiguous doublets 
Let us choose two consecutive blocks say, zth and (2 + l)th which are havlng n, and 
%+I occurrences respectively In order to amalgamate two successive doublets, say 
At-A!+, and A:;~-A:~~ where 1 5 k 5 n, and 1 _< k' 5 n,+1 ,so as to get an amino 
acid triplet of the form A,-A,+1-A,+2, we not~ce, as ment~oned earlier that the ( 4 2  
, $2 ) of A:-A:+, should be close to the ( 4 , ) of A$,-A~;, In other words 
since each ( 4 , $ ) pair can be considered as a point on the two-d~mensional 
Ramachandran plot, the distance between the two points vzz ( $2 , $2 ) and ( $1 
, t,bl ) is used as a measure of closeness The two points are supposed to be close if 
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where 
where 
where 8, = 20 ' The second pair of equations takes care of the ( q5 , q!~ ) values a t  
the boundary of the Ramachandran plot The Euclidean distance between the two 
points is then calculated usmg the following equation 
where k = 1,2, , n,, k' = 1,2, , n,+l 
Each of occurrences ( say kt" entry ) in the zth block is compared in this manner with 
all q+l entrles in the ( ~ + l ) ~ ~  z e next contigous block Out of these n,+l comparisons, 
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Xa ( where 0 5 A' 5 ) comparisons may satisfy either Eq (2 1) or Eq (2 3) and 
these distances are calculated and only that entry ( say k' th ) m the (z + l ) th  having 
the mlnimum dlstance for the kth entry in the zth block 1s considered for joln~ng the 
two entries to  form the growmg cham 
There are two cases to  be considered 
Case (I) 
A' > 0 z e there are many entnes in the next block (z + l)th satisfying the 'closeness' 
criterion from the the kth entry in the zth block and say X' = p then kt th ( $1 , & ) 
pair corresponding to 
is amalgamated to  the kth ( $2 , $2 ) of the zt%mino acid doublet, uza A,-A,+l 
to form the desired triplet As-A,+1-AS+2 After forming the t r~plet  kt th pos~tion in 
the z + lth block becomes the next startmg polnt for continuation of the cham in the 
fashion described above, z e concatenating the successive amino acid doublets 
Case (11) 
, 
A' = 0 z e there 15 no entry In the (z + l ) t h  block which is close to the entry belng 
considered In the zth block 
If AS = 0 at any stage of the calculation of the distances , then the kth ( (2 , q52 
) paw of the rth block can not be amalgamated to any of the ( , $1 ) pairs 
belonging to the ( z  + l) th block, the entire process continues anew from (k + l ) th  ( ( 2  
, $2 ) pair of the zth block 
Step I11 - Genera ted  fragments and comparisons wi th  known s t ruc tures  
By this process a number of polypeptide chains of different smes ( henceforth frag- 
ments ) wlll be generated wlth lengths varying from three ( triplet ) to n z e the 
entire length of the polypeptide chain The ( 4 , $ ) values of the backbones for 
each fragment are converted to  Cartesian coordinates using fixed bond-angles and 
bond lengths ( Ramachandran and Sasisekharan 1968, Appendix C) to  get a view 
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of the three dlmenslonal conformation of the fragments Whlle generating the three- 
dimensional coordinates the average values of c j  , @ are used for the common 
reslclue between two overlapping doublets 
In the final step it is important to  know how good our modell~ng approach is for 
designing real structures Thls calls for producing conformational motifs for sequences 
whose X-ray structures are known Their qual~ty can be assessed mathematically by 
matching them aganst  the X-ray coordinates, calculating the r m s d between two 
superposed backbones (Appendix D) Each fragment is then superposed wlth the 
corresponding frgarnent of the X-ray structure and the mimimum r m s d is calculated 
uslng quatermon algebra as explained in the Appendix D 
We have carried out thls exercise for several known protein sequences and report here 
some of the results The method IS found to  produce over short stretches physically 
meaningful conformations in each example, some of which almost fully duplicated the 
real structure of the local sequence corresponding to the fragment Conformations 
which had no resemblance to the X-ray topology were also produced As mentioned 
earher we present these results not with the objectwe of un~quely identifying any 
particular structural motif but to illustrate that the algorithm provides a simple 
and systematic strategy for a geometric search of conformations that an amino acid 
sequence may adopt The program glves no dlrect lndlcatlon of the actual structure 
but is presented here as an useful computational aid in ~ t s  selection 
Case study 1- Enkephalins 
The enkephalins are pentapeptides wlth morphine like actlvlty and bind to the same 
receptor sites as do the op~ates Thls fact namely that these molecules show the same 
b~ological behaviour as the non pept~de receptor hgands has Intrigued both mediclnal 
and peptlde chemists and has motivated numerous conformational studles based on 
theoretical energy calculations, single crystal X-ray analysis, NMR and other spec- 
troscoplc techniques applled to crystalline as well as solutlon environments ( Schlller 
1984 ) Vanous proposals of pharmacophoric conformations have been made with 
the Idea of findlng an explanation for the activity of enkephalins In terms of struc- 
tural similarities with the opiate molecules The conformations of the enkephalins 
particularly of the two pentapeptides, Leu-enkephalin ( TYR-GLY-GLY-PHE-LEU ) 
and Met-enkephalin ( TYR-GLY-GLY-PHEMET ) have perhaps been studied more 
extensively than that of any other biologically active peptide, but their active geome- 
tries which permit peptide receptor interactions are still a subject of great debate 
Any computational aid which may help to  design conformational alternatives for the 
molecule can be useful, being the first step in such studies We present here some of 
the backbone structures which are obtalned by the application of the algorithm to 
Leu-enkephahn The algorithm produces 126 fragments, a reasonably small number, 
considering a related automated exercise recently proposed for modelling backbones of 
loops ( 5 to 11 ammo acid long) using a q5 $ , dimer database typically produced 
10,000 to 50,000 models to be considered ( Sudarsanam et a1 1995 ) The ensem- 
ble of conformations simulated for enkephalin includes, besides near X-ray structure 
backbone conformations several other sterically allowed novel conformations which 
we belleve could be taken advantage of in understanding structural similarities with 
the opiates 
2.3.1 Comparison with X-ray structure 
Of the 126 structures generated, a few of them have an extended backbone and are 
closely similar to the enkephalin conformers found In Leu-enkephalln crystal struc- 
tures by Karle et a1 ( Karle et a1 1983 ) These crystals belong to space group P21 
and contam four [Leu5]enkephalin molecules per asymmetric unit The observed 4 , 
II) values are listed Table 2 4 
Some of the models obtalned from the present algorithm (Figure 2 3) very closely 
Table 2 4 The torsional angles of the four independent molecules (A,B,C,D) as ob- 
served in the crystal strcuture ( Karle et a1 1983 ) of [Leu5]enkephalin 
no 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
B 
- 154 177 
151 -155 180 
154 -151 -170 
-128 130 174 
-72 - 
res 
TYR 
GLY 
GLY 
PHE 
LEU 
C 
4 $ ~ 4 $ w # g w 4 $ w  
- 156 177 
141 -157 -178 
174 -170 179 
-119 149 179 
-141 - 
A 
- 135 172 
-144 114 -177 
-122 132 -179 
-122 139 168 
-79 - 
D 
- 137 173 
-131 142 179 
-144 131 178 
-147 152 171 
-141 - 
resemble the X-ray structures as can be seen from r m s d values when superposed on 
the X-ray structures (Table 2 5) 
Table 2 5 r m s d ( A ) values of some of the fragments compared t o  the X-ray 
structure of [Leu5]enkephalin 
molecule fragment number r m s d in A 
A 70 0 59 
A second type of structure produced by our methodology 1s characterized by a 
folded conformation some of which are shown in Figure 2 4 The conformations 
of enkephalins are known to  be hrghly flexible and depend on environmental factors 
The crystals which showed the extended conformations for Leu-enkephalin ( Karle 
et a1 1983 ) were grown from dimethylformamide in the presence of water In an- 
other X-ray structure study ( Smith et al 1978 ) the conformation was found t o  be 
a /3 bend stabilized by 4 + 1 hydrogen bond between the NH group of phenyl 
alanine residue in the 4th posrtion and the TYR carbonyl Here again a few of the 
model structures are very close t o  the X-ray structure which can be  seen from the 
super posed view of the two molecules F~gu re  2 4 
The Table 2 8 tells us how these ftagments are generated by the application of our 
algorithm 
The first column Record is the record number of the 4 , @ entry In the dlcttonary 
Table 2 6 4 , $I values of the folded enkephalin moldecule in the X-ray structure ( 
Smith et a1 1978 )[Leu5]enkephalin 
Residue 4 111 w 
TYR - 126 00 17300 
GLY 59 00 25 00 179 00 
GLY 97 00 -7 00 -174 00 
PHE -136 00 145 00 180 00 
LEU -105 00 - - 
(a)mol A and fr70 (b)mol B and fr5 
(c)mol C and fr84 (d)mol D and fr59 
F~gure 2 3 The superpos~tron of fragments 70, 5, 84 and 59 (thin h e )  ( Table 2 5) 
with the corresponding X-ray structure ( Table 2 4 )(thick line),[Leu5]enkephalin 
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Table 2 7 Some of the modelled fragments wlth their r m s d values when compared 
wlth the folded molecule In the X-ray structure [Leu5]enkephalin 
Frg r m s d in A 
frl0 1 06 
fr30 1 01 
fr52 0 88 
fr118 1 08 
correspond~ng to the doublet gwen in the second column and 1s of no importance to 
our present stud~es except for book-keeping The next SIX columns glve 4 , q5 w 
angles of the doublet The column number nine refers to the posit~on of the first 
resldue In the doublet In the protein whose PDB code 1s given in the loth column 
T h ~ s  gives a complete p~cture how the structure 1s generated concatenating successwe 
doublets For example, let us cons~der frlO The first row tells us the 4 , $J 
, w angles for the doublet TYR GLY are taken from proteln lbbp2(NAME), TYR 
occupylng positlon 94 in the prote~n sequence and GLY occupylng posit~on 95 The 
second row tells us the 4 , $J , w angles for the doublet GLY GLY are again 
taken from protein lbbp2(NAME), GLY(first) occupying poslt~on 95 In the protem 
sequence and GLY(second) occupylng pos~t~on 96 Thus in fragment 10, the first and 
second row, tell us that in generating TYR-GLY-GLY trlplet the 4 , q5 values are 
taken from the 94t" 9sth and 96th residues ( TYR-GLY-GLY respectwely ) In protem 
havmg PDB code lbbp The t h ~ r d  row tells that the q5 , $J values are taken from 
a different proteln (lcp12 ) and the fourth shows that tors~ons for PHE LEU come 
fiom the protem 3gaplA The fragment 10 ( TYR-GLY-GLY-PHE-LEU ) 1s obta~ned 
by the sucesslve amalgamat~on of ( 4 , $ ) of these doublets as described under the 
algor~thrn Another interest~ng observation IS that the fr30 and fi 52 are not entirely 
different, in f a t  they are   den tical except the first row This 15 a very Important 
consequence of the present algorithm In general among the generated fragments 
there may be two 01 more fragments sharing common stretches, z e ldentlcal 4 , $ 
values over a number of res~dues This, though leads to more number of fragments, 
on the other hand shows varlous other poss~billtles 
As mentioned In the ~ntroduct~on, ~twas not an mtent~on to examlne the s~mulated 
T b l e  2 8 [Leu5]enkephdin ( Table 2 6 ) - Computer output kegctrdlng fragments 10, 
30, 52 and 118 showing how they are generated by the algorithm 
Record Doublet $1 $1 'JJ~ h $2 wa pos code no 
frl0 
11 TYR GLY -121 110 126 860 177 350 66 860 25 980 179 560 94 lbbp2 1 
7 GLY GLY 66 860 25 980 179 560 73 860 15 100 164 840 95 lbbp2 2 
15 GLY PHE 76 540 14 870 177 530 -142 770 -70 880 -175 560 59 1 ~ ~ 1 2 -  3 
103 PHE LEU -132 820 -51 350 -178 730 -80 700 168 930 178 210 136 3gaplA 4 
fr30 
32 TYR GLY -67 590 130 460 177 760 79 970 5 490 179 300 539 lga12- 1 
154 GLY GLY 78 760 2 120 -179 250 105 850 9 660 -177740 273 2por- 2 
97 GLY PHE 104 520 11 230 179 190 -105 710 102 310 -176 120 29 3chy- 3 
108 PHE LEU -113 500 106 480 -176 470 -113 220 119 430 -166 300 205 3pgkl- 4 
fr52 
56 TYR GLY 55 290 39 120 178 930 79 830 -2 120 171 840 35 lpafA 1 
154 GLY GLY 78 760 2 120 -179 250 105850 9 660 -177 740 273 2por- 2 
97 GLY PHE 104 520 11 230 179 190 -105 710 102 310 -176 120 29 3chy- 3 
108 PHE LEU -113 500 106 480 -176 470 -113 220 119 430 -166 300 205 3pgkl- 4 
fr118 
125 TYR GLY -94 070 -0 270 174 520 83 770 42 200 179 280 134 8acnl- 1 
205 GLY GLY 85 540 27 820 174 930 76 240 34 060 -177 820 228 6tmnE 2 
75 GLY PHE 76 730 31 680 179 500 -119 260 144 710 179 450 220 lrhd, 3 
132 PHE LEU -121 490 145 850 -178 790 -74620 119 500 178 770 65 8atc3B 4 
conformers from our program for their biophysical activity, but many of these could be 
of real interest in the context of proposed structures for receptor bound enkephalin 
Proposed conformat~ons based on PEO, a rigld morph~n type opiate, include a P 
bend model stabilized by an intramolecular 4 -+ 1 hydrogen bond between the N-H 
of Phe and the C=O of Tyr ( Bradbury et a1 1976 ) and a P TI' bend with a 5 -+ 
2 ( NH(5) + C=0(2) ) hydrogen bond and a bent conformation centered in gly(2)- 
gIy(3) devoid of any intramolecular hydrogen bond ( Hudson et a1 1980 ) The latter 
structure is very similar to  one of the bent conformers generated by the program, 
with no hydrogen bond as can be seen in the ( Figure 2 4d ) 
Considering there is no H bond in such structures, they may not represent a preferred 
conformation from energet~c stability but as receptor bound conformatm, suth con- 
formations appear plausible ( Hudson et al 1980 ) Support for the physical reality of 
many of the calculated structures thus comes either from crystal structure evldence or 
from models proposed to explam the bioactivity of enkephalins from solution, NMR 
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Ftgure 2 4 Superposition of frlO, 30, 52 and 118 (Table 2 8) with the X-ray structure 
(Table 2 6)) [Leu5]enkephalin 
and other physlcal studies Since the number of rotatable bonds in enkephalin is too 
many to permit search for all conformational possibilities it becomes necessaly to 
apply various strategies for selecting a hmited number of plausible starting conform& 
tions from which the biological structures can be selected The emphasis here is the 
recognition that small peptides have a great deal conformational flexibility and there 
is a need to have an objective method to generate plausible theoretical structures 
which can then be checked agaln by expenmental studies Identical pentapeptide 
sequences exist that form part of an a! helix in one protein structure and a ,f3 - 
bend in another ( Kabsch and Sander 1984 , Argos 1987 ) Also small linear peptides 
unlike protein sequences whwh have clear target conformations are known to behave 
qulte differently in havlng a large number of conformations in close equilibr~um I t  is 
In situations like these where the focus is not any one exclusive or unique conforma- 
tion, the alternative con formational possibilities that can be generated ab rnztzo and 
systemat~cally from an algorithm hke ours will be useful 
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(a) The hydrogen bonding (dotted 1ine)in the X-ray structure (stereo view) 
(b) The hydrogen bondrng (dotted Iine) in frg 10 (stereo view) 
Flgure 2 5 The X-ray structure of Leu-Enkephalm (Table 2 6 compared with frag- 
ment 10 (Table 2 8) showing H-bonds, [Leu5]enkephalm 
(a) The hydrogen bonding (dotted 1ine)in the X-ray structure (stereo wew) qp 
(b) The hydrogen bondmg (dotted Iine) in frg 30 (btereo v~ew) 
Figure 2 6 The X-ray structure of Leu-Enkephalin (Table 2 6) compared with frag- 
ment 30 (Table 2 8) showing H-bonds 
(a) superposihon of fragment10 (Table 2 8) w~th the X-ray structure 
[Leulenkephalin (Table 2 6), the N temnal is very srrmlar to the X-ray 
structure, but there is a cbnsrderable deviation at the C terrmnal 
(b) Superposition of fragment30 (Table 2 8) w ~ t h  the X-ray structure 
[Leu ]enkephalin (Table 2 6), two molecules show substantml simlarity 
(a) Superposition of fragment 52 (Table 2 8) with the X-ray structure [Leu 
Ienkephalin (Table 2 6 )  
(b) Superposition of fragment 118 (Table 2 8) with the X-ray structure [Leu 
lenkephalin (Table 2 6 )  
(a) Mehttm - hbbon diagram of the crystal structure and fragment 20 
(Table 2 10) Model retarns most of the helical features observed in the 
crystal structure except for the region lnvolvmg resxdues 11-14 
(b) Melittm - DSSP secondary structure assignment for the crystal structure 
md frdgment 20, hel~ces are represented by red cylinders and the random co~ls 
are represented by green nbbons Fragment 20 has three hehces, and the 
crystal structure has two hebces The relatsve onentabon of the two 
molecules dre very slrm1a.r 
(a) Melittm - DSSP secondary structure assignment (backbone - yellow 
sticks) for the crystal structure and fragment 61 (Table 2 ll), helices are 
represented by red cylinders and the random coils are represented by green 
nbbons 
(b) Mel~ttm - S~de by side vlew of fiagment 78 md conespondmg segment 
of the crystal structure (Table 2 12) - the photograph shows the ribbon 
representation along wlth DSSP secondary structure assignment 
(a) Melitttn - Side by side view of fragment991 (Table 2 13) and the 
correspondmg segment of the crystal structure - the photograph shows the 
ribbon representabon along with DSSP secondary structure assignment The 
green ribbon (random coil) shclung out from both the molecules 
(b) Mellttin - Superposed vlew of fragment 991 ) and the correspondmg 
segment of the crystal structure -ribbon dlagrarn 
(a) Superposed view of the crystal structure of Melimn and the fragments 78 and 
991 placed at corresponding reglons The overlappmg region between the two 
fragments d~ffers m geometry This ~llustrates why the algorithm fals to joln these 
two fragments 
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2.4 Case study - 2 : Melittin 
2.4 1 Amino acid sequence 
We now discuss the results obtained for the polypeptide Melittin which is 26 res~due 
long and is the maln component of the honey bee ( Apls Mellifera ) venom Mel~ttin 
is known for its marked hemolytic polypeptide activity The polypeptide has the 
following sequence 
GLY ILE GLY ALA VAL LEU LYS VAL LEU THR THR GLY LEU PRO 
ALA LEU ILE SER TRP ILE LYS ARG LYS ARG GLN GLN 
2.4 2 X-ray structure of Melittin 
The peptide crystall~zes in the space group C2221 with two molecules A and B in 
the asymmetric part of the unit cell In the crystal both the molecules are helical 
The backbone t$ , $J torsions for molecule A as calculated by DSSP ( Kabsch and 
Sander ) are given in Table 2 9 where the first column represents the residue number, 
second one the amino acid ( single letter code ), third one the secondary structural 
state (DSSP), and the columns 4-13 list the 4 and @ torsions of the X-ray structure 
and fragments 20, 61, 78 and 991 respectively The crystal structure is almost a! 
helical except the region around llth residue 
2 4.3 Discussion of the models computed by the algorithm 
The application our algorithm generates a total of 1678 fragments of various sizes 
and 72 of them are 26 residues long We do not intend to make here a comprehensive 
discussion of these structures but highlight a sampling of those conformations which 
underlines the capability of the algorithm for producing real structures Figure 2 7 
shows the plot of r m s d as a function of length of the fragments The graph shows 
that longer fragments have hlgher the r m s d values, which is expected But thele 
are instances where the r m s d is less than 1A for fragments as long as 16 residues 
This implies that these models are quite close to the crystal structure 
Table 2 9 Melittin - X-ray structure of molecule A The observed ) , $ values 
(DSSP) are listed along with those of a few fragments generated by the present method 
crystal fr20 fr61 fr78 fr991 
r m s d 3 1 8 A  rmsd3588L  r m s d 1 1 7 A  r m s d O 8 5  
Res AA SS 4 $ 4 3 4 $ 4  $ d $ 
1 G - 1726 - -2480 - -4180 - -15670 - - 
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fragment leqth vs r rn s d (Angstrom) 
81 
fragment length 
Figure 2 7 Plot of r m s d m A 8s a funct~on of fragment length for Melittin 
Figure 2 8 shows the general plot of the number of fragments (frequency) as a func- 
tion of fragment length The graph shows that fragments of slze N 12  residues are 
abundant compared to  other fragments of d~fferent lengths The Flgure 2 9 shows 
the plot of % of fragments of different sizes whose r m s d's belong t o  four intervals 
- vaz 0-l A, 1-2A, 2-3A and 3-44 The % of fragments is the ratlo of the number of 
fragments of size 1 whose r m s d fall in the part~cular interval and the total number 
of fragments of s u e  1 among all the generated fragments of various sizes Figure 2 9a 
shows the % of fragments of different sizes whose r m s d's belong to the interval - 0 
to 1A The graph shows two prominent peaks ( N 36% ) corresponding to fragment 
slze - 5 and - 12 This implies ~ 3 6 %  of these fragments are close to corresponding 
segrncrits of the clystal structure The to td  number of fragments whose r m s d falls 
in  the interval 0-1A a 203 which again implies that they resemble the X-ray struc- 
t ~ l r e  There are e ~ g h t  such intervals, however we only consider first four such intervals 
Figure 2 9b to  Figure 2 9d are s~milar to Figure 2 9a and belong t o  different Intervals 
We notice the maximum number of fragments fall in the r m s d interval 3-44 
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Pdb2mlt 
fragment length vs frequency 
250 I 
1 678 fragments I 
10 20 
fragment length 
Figure 2 8 Plot of number of fragments ( frequency ) as a function of fragment length 
for Melittln 
2 4 4 26 residue long models - Fragments 20 and 61 
Fragments with low r m s d ( 5 1A ) clearly Indicate a close similarity with the X-ray 
geometry SeveraI cases with much hlgher r m s d also seem to be meaningful on 
closer mspection An example of thls is gwen by fragment 20 (r rn s d 3 MA) and 61 
(r  rn s d 3 58A) Both these fragments model the entire chain - 26 residues The 4 
, $J values of these models are given in Table 2 9 and vlews of their superposition on 
the X-ray structure are gven in Figure 2 10 and Flgure 2 12 The computer outputs 
descrhng the process of generatmg these Fragments are gven in Table 2 10 and Table 
2 11 respectively The ~nterpretat~on of these tables IS similar to that described for 
fragment 10 ( Enkephalin ) The coordinates of the model are calculated taking the 
average of the 4 , $J for the common residue as mentioned in section (2 1 6 Step TIT) 
The difference In the 4 , Q values of the model and the X-ray structure are glven in 
Figure 2 11 and F ~ g u r e  2 13 Both the figures demonstrate that except In the region 
11-14 the differences are quite low Interestingly the deviations in the region 11-14 
do not seem t o  alter the shape of the molecule too much and the generated models 
have consderable s tm~lanty w ~ t h  the bent hellx observed In crystals 
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fragment length 
(a) interval 0-1A 
Pdb2~1ltrmdmkvsl[23]A~1gshPm 
289 m h  
fragment length 
(c) interval 2-3A 
fragment length 
(b) interval 1-24 
Pdb2mlt r u ~ k d  mtwval[34] Angstmm 
461 fqmnts 
0 6 10 16 20 a6 
fragment length 
Flgure 2 9 Mellttln - Plot of % of fragments of different sues belonging to various 
r m s d intervals up to 48, 
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Table 2 10 Melittm - 4 , I(, values used in the process of gnerating fragment 20, 
by the algorithm 
Record Doublet $1 $1 WI h $2 wa pos code no 
21 GLY ILE 110 560 -24 760 -165 410 -62 900 -31 430 175 070 114 lcpc2A 1 
ILE GLY 
GLY ALA 
ALA VAL 
VAL LEU 
LEU LYS 
LYS VAL 
VAL LEU 
LEU THR 
THR THR 
THR GLY 
GLY LEU 
LEU PRO 
PRO ALA 
ALA LEU 
LEU ILE 
ILE SER 
SER TRP 
TRP ILE 
ILE LYS 
LYS ARG 
ARG LYS 
LYS ARG 
ARG GLN 
. . GLN GLN -52 690 -49 490 178 430 -69 580 -44 130 -178 030 155 2dnj2A 25 
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Table 2 11 Mel~ttin - 4 , II, values used in the process of generatmg fragment 61, 
by the algorithm 
Record Doublet 41 $1 w1 $2 $2 w2 pos code no 
70 GLY ILE -69 230 -41 710 -176 890 -66 110 -42 220 179 890 103 1 0 f ~  1 
ILE GLY 
GLY ALA 
ALA VAL 
VAL LEU 
LEU LYS 
LYS VAL 
VAL LEU 
LEU THR 
THR THR 
THR GLY 
GLY LEU 
LEU PRO 
PRO ALA 
ALA LEU 
LEU ILE 
ILE SER 
SER TRP 
TRP ILE 
ILE LYS 
LYS ARG 
ARG LYS 
LYS ARG 
ARG GLN 
-28 700 171 250 88 lcpc2A 
-11 440 177860 89 l p l ~  
-53 580 171 760 116 4trns- 
-46 320 -179 500 39 lrveA 
-29 290 178 360 224 I c ~ J ~  
-45 590 -177 770 159 I c ~ J ~  
-31 970 -179 190 313 3rub2L 
-48 410 174 510 298 lcbx- 
-36 660 -179 090 73 2scpA 
164 560 -179 220 266 lfba3A 
107 140 -175 300 92 lprcM 
-34 170 179 980 114 lbbkA 
-34 350 -178 660 18 2hp~-  
-44 400 -179 770 298 8at~2A 
-42 500 174 980 18 4fxn- 
-42 200 179 000 103 lccr, 
-25 440 176 150 211 lgly3- 
-44 570 -176 770 179 lltsA 
-53 780 -176 580 206 lmrm- 
-41 920 -178 330 207 lmrm, 
-34 280 178 210 28 llfc- 
-65 080 -176 910 67 3118- 
-48 560 -178 700 43 lcmbA 
30 GLN GLN -52 690 -49 490 178 430 -69 580 -44 130 -178 030 155 2dnj2A 25 
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Figure 2 10 Mellttln - Stereo vlew of the crystal structure (th~ck) and fragment 20 
(thin)- stlck dlagram 
2.4.5 Fragments 78 and 991 
Next we conslder two fragments fr78 and fr991 and whlch when taken together are 
found t o  span the entlre protem The fragment ( fragment 78 ) has an r m s d of 
1 17A and and has 13 res~dues spannmg from resldue 1 to 13 The fragment 991 has 
r m s d of 0 85 A and models 16 resldues from 11 to 26 The difference of q5, $ plots 
wlth the correspondmg X-ray segments clearly show that the devlatlons are very low 
and confirms the fact that the models are mdeed very slmlar to  the corresponding 
X-ray segments and this can also be seen from the superpos~t~on dlagrams Figures 
2 14 and 2 15 
The Table 2 12  and %ble 2 13 show how these two structures are determined The 
lnterpreta~on of the table IS as described In earher sectlon ( Enkephalln fragment 10 
1 
From the dtstrlbutlon of the 4 , $ values one can also see individually the two 
fragments have an excellent agreement wlth the correspondmg port~ons of the m e l ~ t t ~ n  
molecule The overlapping resldues In the two fragments, THR-GLY-LEU have the 
secondary structural assignment ( a! hellcal ) In both the fragments but the protocol 
falls to  join them up together to give the structure of the whole molecule Thls IS 
presumably the result of the stringent "closeness cr~tenon" ( Aq5 5 20 'and A$ 5 20 O )  
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Pdb2mlt fr20 3 18 Angstrom Pdb2mlt fr20 3 18 Angstrom 
A@ residues 1 - 26 Ay residues 1 - 26 
180 1 I 180 
residue pos~tron res~due position 
(a) frg 20 # differnce (b) frg 20 $ dlffernce 
Figure 2 11 Melitt~n - The difference in the 4 , $ of the generated model ( fragment 
20 ) and the X-ray structure The differences are low except in the 11-14 region 
Table 2 12 Melittin - # , $ values used in the process of generating fragment 78 
by the algorithm 
Record Doublet 41 $1 W1 42 $2 w2 pos code no 
88 GLY ILE 167 500 -156 670 177480 -56 080 -47 800 176 710 394 lphg- 1 
ILE GLY 
GLY ALA 
ALA VAL 
VAL LEU 
LEU LYS 
LYS VAL 
VAL LEU 
LEU THR 
THR THR 
THR GLY 
GLY LEU 
lmin2A 
41cd- 
4enll- 
lfbalA 
4ts12A 
41cd- 
acts- 
IlthA 
3gbp2- 
10x1 
lcoxl 
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Figure 2 12 Mellttm - Stereo vlew of the crystal structure (left) and fr 61 (nght) - 
stick diagram 
Table 2 13 Mel~ttin - c j  , $J values used in the process of generatmg fragment 991 
by the algorithm 
Record Doublet 9 1  $1 w1 dz $2 W J  pos code no 
129 THR GLY -72 030 -25 560 -177 740 -69 790 -64 490 179 320 140 3 n a ~ l A  11 
GLY LEU 
LEU PRO 
PRO ALA 
ALA LEU 
LEU ILE 
ILE SER 
SER TRP 
TRP ILE 
ILE LYS 
LYS ARG 
ARG LYS 
LYS ARG 
ARG GLN 
GLN GLN 
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Pdb2dt fr6 1 3 58 Angstrom Pdb2mlt fr613 58 Angstrom 
Av res~dues 2 - 25 
I80 
(a) frg 61 4 dlffernce (b) frg 61 $ dlffernce 
Figure 2 13 Plot of 4 , I(, difference for each residue position of fr61 and the 
corresponding reglon from the X-ray structure of Melittin 
Figure 2 14 Melitt~n - Stereo vlew of the crystal structure (left) and fr 78 (nght) - 
stick diagram 
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Figure 2 15 Melittin - Stereo view of the crystal structure (left) and fr 991 (right) - 
strck diagram 
res~due pos~t~on 
(a) frg 78 4 differnce 
Pdb2mlt fr78 1 17 Angstrom Pdb2mlt fr78 1 17 Angstrom 
A0 res~dues 2 - 12 Ay res~dues 2 - 1 2 
res~due pos~t~on 
(b) frg 78 $ differnce 
180 
90 
3 
-90 
180 
F~gure 2 16 Plot of 4 , $ difference for each residue posltion of fr78 and the 
corresponding region from the X-ray structure of Melittm 
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residue posrt~on res~due pos~t~on 
Pdb2mlt W91O 85 Angstrom Pdb2mlt M91O 85 Angstrom 
A@ res~dues 12 - 25 Av res~dues 12 - 25 
(a) frg 991 4 differnce (b) frg 991 $ differnce 
180 
90 
3 
-90 
Figure 2 17 Plot of 4 , + difference for each residue position of fr991 and the 
corresponding regon from the X-ray structure of Melittm showlng very close corre- 
spondence 
we have used In joining the overlapping doublets (sectlon 2 1 6 Step IIB) Relaxation 
of this criterion could improve to generate models for the entire length of the molecule 
15 20 25 15 20 25 
: 
- , - - -  
/ \  / \ - - -  
\ 
' 
1 8 O L . . ' . . . . ' . . . . -  
2.4.6 Summary of the results - Melittin 
There are large fragments where the calculated models of Melittin show a fair degree 
of accuracy with respect t o  the crystal structure over the entire length For example 
in fragment 20 which contains all the 26 amino acids, the generated model is close to 
the X-ray structure except for a mismatch at  two residues, GLY 12 and LEU 13 In 
this regon, the model is extended instead of being compact as in a helix The overall 
shape of the simulated molecule however resembles the original structure closely as 
seen in Flgure 2 10, which shows the fragment 20 and the X-ray structure side by 
side 
180 
90 
3 0  4 
90 
The generated model, as revealed by DSSP ( Definition of Secondary Structure of 
Proteins, Kabsch and Sander 1983 ), has all the standard H-bonds internally, char- 
: 
/ -  - 
.'a. 
/ 
0 
C - 
- --\ /
' 
-1 80 
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acteristic of the a! helix except at the mismatch regon ( GLY 12 and LEU 13 ) 
But what makes such structures particularly interesting is the fact they ate detived 
without alignment of the peptide segment with related sequences and their X-ray 
structures The geometries of the doublets used in our computer modelling come from 
widely different protein structures The differences in the energy of the mismatched 
structures m11 be  equivalent to a few hydrogen bonds Polypeptide conformations 
show a nch dynamical behavior in solution, with many conformations appearing and 
disappearing The essence of modellzng in such structures is perhaps not the exact 
structures, but the kind of conformations the environment pezmits and the polypep- 
t ~ d e  prefers to  adopt as intermediate stage conformatrons No one can be sure of the 
number of the exact geometries the polypeptide takes before the final helix format~on 
A large number of researchers are interested in such stud~es (Kim and Baldwin 1990) 
The configurations the present program generates do not involve any subjectivity and 
one is tempted to  think that some these may find use in such studies 
As descr~bed earlier, the process of simulating the polypeptide structures involves 
splittmg the peptlde sequence into individual doublets and joining their conformations 
together in a particular manner For example a triplet A1-A2-A3 is broken up into 
two separate doublets and its configuration is treated as joining of the two structures 
AI-A2 and A2'A3 with A2 having the same or nearly the same 4 ,  $ torsions ( A4 5 
20 O, A+ 5 20 O) in both the doublet units This primarily has the effect of replacmg 
the two sets of 4 ,  @ values of A2 by the average of the two to generate the fragment 
A1-A2-A3 In modellrng melittin structures we have assumed two Az geometries are 
ident~cal if A4 5 20 "and A$ 5 20 O If this criterion is made more rigid, ~t results In 
a much smaller number of structures being generated How precise should be the fit 
between the two sets of 4 , $ values of A2 before we can cons~der them as identical 
IS related to  the number of computer models we would like to generate using the 
program As mentioned earlier some of the generated fragments lrke fragment 20 
desplte the drawback of bemg different from the X-ray structure a t  a few res~dues 
agree still with the X-ray structure over major portion of the mellttin molecule We 
find that these configurations are also smgled out as prominent models even when the 
criterion for bonding is made more rigd with A#+ A$ drast~cally reduced to 5 5 O 
2.5 Case study - 3 : Avian pancreatic polypeptide 
(Pdblppt) 
2.5.1 Amino acid sequence 
Avian pancreatic polypeptide is a pancreatic hormone and has 36 residues 
GLY PRO SER GLN PRO THR TYR PRO GLY ASP ASP ALA PRO 
VAL GLU ASP LEU ILE ARG PHE TYR ASP ASN LEU GLN GLN 
TYR LEU ASN VAL VAL THR ARG HIS ARG TYR 
2.5.2 Results of the application of the algorithm 
The total number of fragments generated using our algorithm is 1679 Figure 2 18 
shows the plot of r m s d with the length of the fragments generated The graph 
shows as in the case of melittin many longer fragements (N 16) having r m s d less 
than IA Figure 2 19 shows the number of fragments (frequency) as a function of the 
fragment length (number of residues modelled) and shows that fragments of size 5 are 
the predominant one The next plot, F~gure 2 20a describing the % of fragments of 
different sizes for the r m s d interval between 0 and 1A shows peaks at  approximate 
lengths five, 14 and 16 The total number of fragments of various sizes belonging to 
this interval is 123 There are 11 such intervals , of which the first four are considered 
here ( Figure 2 20a-d ) Interestingly again, as in the case of melittin, the maxlmum 
number of fragments of different sizes belong to the interval 3-44 ( N 25% ) 
2.5.3 Comparison with X-ray structure - Pdblppt 
The secondary structure assignment for the ppt molecule as determined from the X- 
ray structure using DSSP is given in Table 2 14 We observe that the residues, 1-9 
coil, 10-11 turn, 14-31 helix and 32-33 turn Table 2 15 shows some of the interesting 
fragments produced by the algorithm in ascending order of size We present here two 
of these fragments ( fragment 3 and 485 ) which together span 28 out of 36 residues 
in this structure Table 2 14 also lists the q5 , $ torsions observed in the X-ray 
Pdblppt fragment length vs r m s d (Angstrom ) 
12 1 
0 10 20 30 40 
fragment length 
Wgure 2 18 Plot of r m s d in A as a function of fragment length for Pdblppt 
Pdblppt 
fragment length vs frequency 
200 , 
1679 fragments 
fragment length 
Figure 2 19 Plot of number of fragments ( frequency ) as a function of fragment 
length for Pdblppt 
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Pdblppt rm d mlwval[O I] Angdrm 
123 frmments 
Pdblppt rard mtrml [12] 
166 fraaments 
fragment length 
(a) interval 0-1A 
Pdblppt raa d 1ptavd[23j Angstrom 
252 fragments 
fragment length 
(c) interval 2-3A 
fragment length 
(b) interval 1-2A 
Pdblppt rn s d mtPval[34] Angshmn 
430 fragments 
fragment length 
(d) inierval3-4A 
F~gure 2 20 Plot of % of fragments of different mes belonging to various r m s d 
intervals for Pdblppt 
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Figure 2 21 Pdblppt - Crystal structure (black) with fr 3 (gay) - stick model 
structure along with the fragments 3 and 485 modelled by the algorithm on the basis 
of q5 , $ values listed in Table 2 16 and Table 2 17 respectively The plots of At$ 
and A$ values are given in Flgure 2 22 and Figure 2 23 As can be seen from these 
plots and the superposed views given in Figure 2 21 and Figure 2 24, the agreement 
between the X-ray structures and the fragments 1s good, in part~cular for fragment 
485 
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Table 2 14 Pdblppt - 4 , $ torsions of the X-ray structure compared with fragment 
3(1-11 res~dues) and fragment 485 (9-28 ~esldues) 
RES AA SS crystal fr3 fr485 
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Table 2 15 Pdblppt - List of fragments of different smes in ascendmg order,  showing 
reasonable agreement with X-ray struct u ~ e  
number Fragment Residues r m s d 
of residues ~ncluded in A 
Table 2 16 Pdblppt - 4, $ values used in the pocess of generatmg fragment3 by the 
algorithm 
Record Doublet 951 $1 w1 h $2 w* pos code 110 
4 GLY PRO -61 490 171 130 173 180 -62 920 145 290 174 960 33 lasoA 1 
17 PRO SER 
70 SER GLN 
16 GLN PRO 
13 PRO THR 
86 TlIR TYR 
53 TYR PRO 
30 PRO GLY 
26 GLY ASP 
22 ASP ASP 
lgky- 2 
3 2stv- 3 
lrnamlH 4 
lcll 5 
6t1nnE 6 
3gaplA 7 
lcy3- 8 
lcy3, 9 
lcy3- 10 
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Table 2 17 Pdblppt  - 4, @ values used In the process of generating fragment 485 by 
the algor~thm 
Record Doublet $1 $1 WI $2 $2 w2 pos code no 
188 GLY ASP -60 440 -40 920 -178 750 -82 470 -41 720 -178 010 30 5 8catA 9 
ASP A S P  
ASP ALA 
ALA PRO 
PRO VAL 
VAL GLU 
GLU ASP 
ASP LEU 
LEU ILE 
ILE ARG 
ARG PHE 
PHE TYR 
TYR ASP 
ASP ASN 
ASN LEU 
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Flgure 2 22 Plot of cj , $ difference for each res~due of fr3 and the corresponding 
residue of the X-ray structure of Pdblppt 
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Figure 2 23 Plot of 4 ,  $ difference for each residue of fr485 and the corresponding 
residue of the X-ray structure of Pdblppt Shows very good agreement between model 
and X-ray structure 
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Figure 2 24 Pdblppt - Crystal structure (black) mth fr 485 (gray) - stick model , 
shows a very good correspondence 
(a) Pdbl ppt - Superposed view of fragment 3 (residues 1-1 1 ,Tables 2 15 and 
2 16) with the correspond~ng region from the crystal structure of lppt There 
are altogether 8 such fragments (spanning residues 1 to 11) and two of them are 
close to the crystal structure (r m s d 1 8 Angstrom) 
(b) Pdb 1 ppt - Superposed view of fragment 485 (resrdues 9-28 ,Table 2 1 5 
and 2 17) with the correspond~ng segment of the crystal structure oflppt 
In terestmgly there are only two fragments generated by the algorithm spanning 
residues 9 to 28 The present fragment is very close to the crystal structure but 
the other one (fragment 396) dlffers consldeiably froin the corresponding 
segment of the crystal structure 
(a) Pdblppt - S~de by side view of fragment 485 (readues 9-28,Tables 2 15 
and 2 17) and the corresponding segment of the crystal structure lppt 
Backbone atoms are represented by white st~cks 
(b) Pdblppt - Side by side view of fragment 485 (residues 9-28,Tables 2 15 
and 2 17) and the corresponding segment of the crystal structureof 1 ppt DSSP 
secondary structure 1s also ind~cated by red cylinders (helix) and green r~bbon 
(random coil) The photogrdph indicates the broken helrx in the fragment 485 
(a) Pdblppt - Crystal structure of lppt superposed together with fragment 
3(nbbon) and fragment 485(nbbon) at respectwe places These two fragments 
span 28 residues 
(b) Pdbl ppt - Crystal structure of 1 ppt superposed together with fragment 3, 
fragment 485, fragment 129 1 and fragment 159 All these frclgmentq together 
essentzally span the entrre crystal structure which is 36 re~sude long 
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Flgure 2 25 f dblppt - Crystal structure (black) superposed together wlth fr 3(11b- 
bon) and fr 485(nbbon) 
2.6 Case study 4 : Mutant of Glutaredoxin (Pdblaba) 
The next example we consider is pdblaba, which 1s an electron transport prote~n and 
has 87 residues The structure of the protein is ava~lable at  1 5a resolution w ~ t h  R 
= 17 5% 
The secondary structure assignment for the laba molecule as determined using DSSP 
is pretty long, however in short, the protein has three h e l d  reglons, uzz spanning 
residues 15 - 26, 45 - 55 and resrdues 79 - 85, turn regons 9 - 11, 27-28, 40-41, 61-62 
and 71-72, sheet reglons 2 - 6, 31 - 35, 67 - 69 and 75 - 77 The rest are treated as 
random coils 
The total number of fragments generated IS 4506 Flgure 2 26 shows that fragments as 
long as 60 res~dues are generated by the algorithm some wlth very h~gh r m s d ranglng 
from 13-18A The maxlmum r m s d obtamed IS around N 18A, therefore we haw 
considered the d~stribution of these fragments in 18 intervals start~ng from OA and 
end~ng a t  18A, the length of each ~nterval be~ng 1A The Frgure 2 28a to F~gure 
2 28d descnbe the first four ~ntervals and the rest are not included for convenience 
In each plot the number of fragments ~nvolved 1s also mentioned, e g , the Interval 
OK-1A contans 203, lA- 2A conta~ns 353 etc It IS ~nterestlng to note, llke other 
examples ( Melittin and Pdblppt ) descnbed earher, the 1nterval3hA contams the 
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Pdb laba fragment length vs r m s d 
0 20 40 60 
fragment length 
Figure 2 26 Plot of r m s d in A as a function of fragment length for Pdblaba 
maximum number fragments The number of fragments of different sizes decreases 
as the length of the fragment increases, for example there are only 5 such fragments 
which are 64 res~dues long On the other hand the fragments containing - 8 res~dues 
is of the order of 250 
2.6.1 Fragments modelling turns and coils - Pdblaba 
Here we describe a few of the smaller fragments (N 10 residues) w ~ t h  r m s d less than 
2A These fragments contain some of the amino a e ~ d  sequences implicated as turn 
and cod regions The details of these regions like the number of resldues present, the 
r m s d values between the models and the corresponding X-ray structure segment 
are glven in Table 2 18 and Table 2 19 Some of these fragments wlth their X-lay 
structures are shown in Figures 2 29 to Figure 2 32 As can be seen from the diagrams 
some of the coils and turns are represented very well by the~r  models ( < 1A ) 
Pdb 1 aba 
fragment length 
Figure 2 27 Plot of number of fragments ( frequency ) as a function of fragment 
length for Pdblaba 
Table 2 18 Coil regons of the protein Pdblaba according to DSSP along with some 
fragments which model these regions vnth r m s d < 1 A- t refers to the interval where 
algorithm is unable to produce models for this regon 
and Ihe entries are marked X 
mil regon 1-2 6-9 11-l5t 26-27 28-31 35-40 41-45 55-61 62-67 72-79 85-87 
model fragment 3 215 X 1037 1379 1629 1830 2995 3312 3746 4123 
model res-1-resf 1-6 5-11 X 23-28 2435 33-37 40-47 55-58 61-65 70-75 77-87 
no residues(mode1) 6 7 X 6 7 5 8 4 5 5 11 
r m s d ( A )  090 095 X 061 080 070 079 077 079 089 074 
Table 2 19 Turn regions of the prote~n Pdblaba accord~ng to DSSP along with some 
fragments whxh model these regons with r m s d 5 IA 
turn rwon 9-11 27-28 40-41 61-62 71-72 
model fragment 399 1181 1826 3312 3711 
model reawesf 8-12 25-28 40-46 61-65 70-74 
no resldues (model) 5 4 7 6 6 
r m s d ( A )  093 043 082 079 073 
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Pdblaba r m.s d mterval [O-11 Angstram 
203 fragments 
30 I 
fragment length 
(a) interval 0-1A 
Pdblaba rms d ~ n t d  1231 A n g h m  
51 8 fragments 
40 
I\ 
fragment length 
(c) interval 2-3.k 
Pdblaba r m s d mterval[l-21 Angstom 
.- 353 fragments 
fragment length 
(b) ~nterval I-2A 
Pdblaba rm s d mtwval[34] Angstrom 
770 fragments 
60 
fragment length 
(d) interval 3-4A 
Figure 2 28 Plot of % of fragments of different sizes belonging various r m s d inter- 
val for Pdblaba 
Table 2 20 Pdblaba - A few fragments chosen between 0-2A for compaxlson with 
the X-ray structure 
fragment real-resf resldues r m s d in A 
1304 27-36 10 1 98 
1621 36-46 11 1 74 
2546 50-60 11 1 99 
4185 77-87 11 0 68 
Flgure 2 29 Pdblaba - Superposition crystal structure (thick) and fr 1304 (1 0 residues 
- thin) - stick model 
Figure 2 30 Pdblaba - Superposrtion crystal structure (th~ck) and fr 1621 ( 11 
resldues - thln) - stick model 
Figure 2 31 Pdblaba - Superposition crystal structure (th~ck) and fr 2546 ( 11 
residues - thm) - st~ck model 
Figure 2 32 Pdblaba - Superposition crystal structure (th~ck) and fr 4185 ( 11 
res~dues - thin) - st~ck model 
(8) Pdblaba - Superposltlon of fragment 1304 (1 0 residues - Table 2 20) 
with the corresponding segment of the crystal structure of Glutaredoxin (1 aba) 
- shck model 
(b) Pdblaba - Superposihon of fragment 1621 (1 1 residues - Table 2 20) 
with the corresponding segment of the crystal structure of Glutaredoxin (laba) 
- suck model 
(a) Pdbl aba - Superpos~bon of fragment 41 85 (1 1 res~dues - Table 2 2U) 
with the correspondrng segment of the crystal structure of Glutaredoxin (laba) 
- s k k  model 
(b) Pdblaba - Superposed view of fragments representmg coil regions in 
Glutaredox~n ( Table 2 18 ) - I The algorithm produces on an average 10 
fragments for each reglon ( for both coll and turn region ) and most of them 
are quite close to the corresponding segment of the crystal structure 
(8) Pdblaba - Superposed vtew of fragments representing coil regions in 
Glutaredoxtn ( Table 2 18 ) - I1 
(b) Pdblaba - Superposed view of fragments representmg coil reglons m 
Glutaredoxm ( Table 2 18 ) - III 
(a) Pdbl aba - Superposed view of fragments representmg turn reglons 1x1 
Glutaredom ( Table 2 1 9 ) 
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Conclusions : Future improvements 
We describe here a peptlde modelling method des~gned to generate plaus~ble three 
dimensional conformations without resorting to the alignment of the sequence with 
related sequences or to any prior assignment of the residues to a particular secondary 
structure The modelling makes use of doublet conformations taken from protein 
structures In the protein data bank The models are obtained on the slmple criter~on 
that if the doublets ( A-B and B-C ) have to be contrguous parts of the triplet ( A- 
B-C ), then the common resldue ( B ) must have the same geometry ( same or nearly 
ldentrcal 4 , $ values ) in both the component peptides Our bas~c idea is that the 
gwen peptide sequence is likely to have one or the other of the secondary st1 uctures 
generated from the geometries of doublet units The protocol has been applied to  a 
few test cases The ensemble of the conformations produced by the method, i n  the 
case of short segments (N 10) contams in several cases essent~ally correct solutions 
to the extent of producing sometimes the correct hydrogen bonds beween dlstant 
res~dues Some representative examples are discussed in the text The models are 
also found valid from the point of being relatively free from steric cluhes, without 
making specla1 effort to  make them satisfy spatial constramts Only one verslon of 
the varlous plausible configurations generated for a glven sequence, we know, can he 
the right one from the biologcal point But the right cholce, unfortunately, is difficl~lt 
to make and must take into account many factors relevant to the biochem~cal and 
physiochemical propert~es of the sequences which we have not tried to treat a t  this 
stage of the work 
An Important question will also be how to mod~fy the algorithm so that lt can prodnce 
real s~tuation configurations for very long pept~de sequences wh~ch may find relevance 
to tertiary structure predictions In our applicat~on to protein sequences, presently, 
the largest fragments t o  represent the actual conformations are found to  be less than 
20 amino a c ~ d  Larger fragments exhibited rather high r m s d deviat~ons from the X- 
ray structures However the algonthm simulates in almost every case applled, nearly 
correct sub-structures over short segments ( less than 10 residues ) often overlapplng 
into each other, but the program fmls to join correctly the overlapping fragments to 
provide a plausible model for the whole sequence How to improve the algor~thm 
to calculate correct conformations ovei much longer iesidue chains than poss~ble at 
present will be one of our effoi ts in the future evolution of the method The doohlet 
structures used m our method being part of actual protem stiuctures, our hope is 
that the simulated models will include some of the influences of a protein envi~onment 
and could hopefully find appl~cations to the protein folding problem 
All the programs used in this analysis are written in C language and are tested on 
DEC alpha 3000/400 AXP and Tndigo2-RA4OO workstations 
Colour d~agrarns, ball and stlck and ribbon models are drawn using Insight11 (BTOSYM 
Software Biosym Technologies, Inc , INSIGHT11 Software Suite, 9685 Scranton 
Road, San Diego, CA 92121-2777 ) 
The plots were drawn using COPLOT, CoHort Sodtware, Berkeley, CA 94701 U S A 
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Chapter 3 
Application to secondary structure 
predict ion - feasibility studies. 
3.1 Introduction 
Chapter 2 describes a method for modelling three d~mensional structures of small 
peptldes and protein fragments based on the idea of fuslng the geometr~es of consec- 
utwe ammo a c ~ d  pairs or doublet units Some of the best looking models ohtamed by 
this process in a few test cases are described The output of the algorithm In each test 
case also contamed a very large number of small fragments resulting In a , ,O and 
coil type structures I t  seemed worthwhile to  examine these fragments also for mod- 
ellmg purposes and from the point of vlew of secondary structure prediction It was 
however difficult t o  draw any meaningful inferences regarding the actual secondary 
structural significance of these fragments by mere vlsual inspection This chaptet 
presents a method for generatmg multiple secondary structures for short local pep- 
tide sequences by a wndowmg approach and the results of our attempts a t  secondaiy 
structure prediction by the application of statistical methods 
The wmdow approach has been applied to  several test protein sequences and the 
predicted assignment compared with the X-ray structure assignment res~due wlse 
We present these results and the statistical measures we have used to  evaluate the 
quality of prediction 
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The present method - details 
3.2.1 Window approach 
The prediction procedure described here is based on selecting a small segment of the 
peptide sequence - a window of five amino acids a t  a time That IS, the method is 
based on looking at the possible structures of the local sequences of the polypcptidc, 
taking a window of five amino acid residues at  a time Tn a typical run of the problem, 
the algorithm quickly produces the three dimensional structures for the window of 
first five amino a c ~ d  res~dues at the left hand end of the sequence, i e residues from 
1 to 5 The generated structures usually produced are a conglomeration of diffe~ent 
secondary structural elements, vzz a! , p , coil etc We tried to decide first which 
of these fragments can be treated as an a! helix Each structure is superposed on an 
idealised a -helix structure for the window and the r m s d IS calculated as descrlhed 
in the earlier chapter Thls procedure is intended to allow us to visualize how close 
the generated structure is to  an a -helical structure If the r m s d is 5 0 8A, we 
thought the peptide fragment ( ath ) behaves as an a, -helix A similar rule was 
applied to evaluate the possibility of the fragment belng close to the P -state Tf the 
' The program generates fragments of various sizes rangng from three to five, which is the wndow 
size Howver the fragments of m e  five are retamed The reason that fragments of size three and 
four are discarded 1s to mtuntun the uniformity of the r m s d values otherwise care has to be taken 
to compare two r m s d values from two superpositions involving different lengths ( hence number of 
atoms ) of the fragments We observed, in the last chapter that in the course of developing a longer 
cham residue by residue, it may so happen that we arnve at a particular ( 4 , + ) p a r  of a doublet 
which may have been vlsited by some other fragment(s) in its due course of its developmelit Tl~iv 
doublet m n g  to  its particular p a r  of ( 4 , $ ) value may be linked in the forward direction by 
a unique path to  some other doublet In other words any doublet say the zth can not bifurcate in 
the forward direction which is of course guaranteed by the minimum distance crrtenon, however a 
doublet may be arrived a t  in a number of ways starting from w o u s  positions in the begmng As a 
result of this two or more fragments mll have one or more stretches whch are common to them Thus 
two fragments may have one common reson starting at say zth position and ending at someother 
posltion say kth But one can never have two fragments hawng common regon in the begning 
and afterwards bifurcate a t  some point towards its tad This partial degeneracy or the presence 
of common geometry between or among two or more framents can not be avoided for we can riot 
deude which one to choose between two and which one to discard This part~cular observation is 
very important The number of structures generated for a particular mndow may seem to be pretty 
large, however, close inspection ml1 reveal that essentially they fall ~ n t o  few structural elements 
This forms the bas~s of our prediction approach The exclusron of smaller fragments may influence 
the prediction qualxty, but on the other hand the r m s d between two srndler fragments ( say s~ze  
three ) after superposition wdl not be able to distinguish many structural elements and hence a clear 
cut definition wlll be difficult to  formulate 
structure is close to the Ideal /3 -stland with~n 1 2 A I rn 5 d ~t was assumed thdt 
it behaved like /3 strand Thus for each window we have two frequencies, z e the 
number of generated fragments In the window wh~ch are close to the ideal a -helix ( 
within 0 8A r m s d ) and to  the /3 strand ( w ~ t h ~ n  1 2A ) and two propensltm are 
der~ved from the frequencies using the relation 
where a represents the at"window, fa represents the number of generated fiagrnents 
close to the CY -helix and f@, the number of generated structures wh~ch are close 
to  the /3 strand and v, is the total number of fragments generated for the window 
z That IS the f: and the p: are respectively the number of structures generated In 
the zth window having an r m s d with respect to a regular a! helix within the cutoff 
imposed ( 0 8A ) and the corresponding propensity which can be assigned for the oth 
wlndow to be a! - hehx The same explanation holds good for f p  and p@ values for 
the zth window 
The first window consists of the sequence A1-A2-A3-A4-AS The program generates 
ul structures When each of these superposed on a regular five residue a! hel~x, 
ff structures are found to match within an r m s d of 0 8A The py 1s calculated 
using relation described above What is now done is to assume that each of three 
m~ddle residues vaz A2-As-A4 amino acids has this propensity to be in an a - hel~cal 
secondary state Similarly the propensity for ,8 state is calculated by matching the 
structures generated for this window against a regular /3 -stand At this stage what 
we have therefore is that each of the ammo acids in  the lbt w~ndow 15 e~ther a or P 
with associated propensities pr and pf The sequence of backbone atoms 1s 
z e there are five C, atoms, four C' atoms, four N atoms and four 0 atoms( Figu~e 
3 1 ) When we superpose two such fragments the 4 of the first res~due and the $ 
of the last residue have no effect whatsoever on the superposition, so it is erroneous 
to assign to these resldues any particular secondary structural element or propensity 
value The same p values are therefore assigned only to the three middle residues 
What we are doing here is to formulate approximate crltena which can be applied 
Figure 3 1 The backbone atoms and three pairs of q5 , $ values for the five residue 
peptide 
to  the generated structures t o  a particular wlndow in order to classify them In three 
approximately mutually exclusive classes namely, cu , ,8 and coil ( The secondary 
structure assigned uslng method will be compared with standard secondary structuie 
definition ( DSSP Kabsh 1983 ch 1 ) ) 
The boundary of the window is now moved to the right z e to  cover the amnino acid 
sequence A2-A3-A4-A5-As and the process of calculating therr propensities p t  and 
p[ for a and @ structures 1s repeated in a similar manner The new propensittes 
z e p; and p$ could vary quite a lot from the values of py and 8, by virtue of the 
fact that the structures generated starting with Az could be very different from those 
proceeded with Al residue as the first residue of the window Since each residue is 
common to  three different windows ( overlooking the first and last three ) it is evident 
that this procedure produces a set of three different pa and pb values for each amino 
acid residue In the first step of this analysis, we select the maximum of the pa and 
pB values obtained for each amino acid and assume that they represent the maximum 
propensities that the amino acid tends to be in the a! and P secondary states These 
are stated as Fr and F! repectively Thus for each amino acid there are two F values 
vzt l?: and F! which represent the maximum propensity of zth residue being in the 
a (tnd @ state iespectively 
3.2.2 Interpretation of the propensity parameters, F, and Fp 
D~rect  comparison of these two F values is not meaningful, for the s~mple reason, they 
do not qualify to  be treated as probab~lities To explore the significance of F values 
a statistical analysis based on testlng of hypothesis ( statistical Inference )needs to 
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be carried out The Propensity values ( ~ f "  ) associated with each res~due, can be 
assumed to follow normal distribution 
One way of interpreting these two parameters is to find out their respective mean 
and standard deviation and then construct a standard normal variable ( mean = 0 0 
and standard deviation = 1 0 ) Once the standard normal variate is constructed , 
the table for standard normal distribution can be refered to The mean and standard 
dcv~atlons of pa and pb values are designated as ( la , sa ) and ( pp , A ~ P  ) r ~ b p e ~ t  lvely, 
where p and s are defined as follows 
where w is the number of wmdows 
It should be mentioned that unlike the definition for p, s contains w - 1 in the 
the denominator This makes s as the unbiased estimator of the actual standard 
deviatron, in other words the population standard dev~ation a ( Weatherburn ) So 
can be taken as sdtate Assuming F values to follow normal distribution, we ccln 
define two standard normal variates ( mean = 0 0 and standard deviation = 1 0 ) rP 
and +! in the following manner 
where z refers to the residue posit ion and aalB = sfflB 
Theoretically da/8),  being standard normal variable, can assume wide range of values 
however in real~ty most of them will be confined to some interval beteen -3 and 3 as 
the probability of lying beyond these limits bemg very small, 0 0027 approximately 
(Weatherburn) In our analysis, we will consider r(~/fl) w s~gnificant if it exceeds a 
particular value ( say which, of course, is associated w ~ t h  some probabll~ty as 
listed in the the distribution of standard normal var~ate The cho~ce of 7 is however 
not straightforward We mll dlscuss one possible way of tackling this problem after 
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we are done with the evaluation of strategies But for the sake of convenience we 
assume that the 7 values corresponding to different stluctural classes are chosen 
3.2 3 Assignment of secondary structural element - CY , ,6 
and coil. 
Thc clssignment of secondary stnicturd clement from those T V ~ I ~ P S  mdy 11c cnt rwd 
out in the followng way Consider the ath residue of a particular protein in one of the 
four structural classes and T"' and the 9 are the respective critical limits for cu and P 
propensities, such that the corresponding T values exceedmg them can be considered 
as significant from a probabilistic point of view Four cases may arlse, for example, 
Case(1) 
the c* res~due IS predicted to  be in a helix 
Case(I1) 
the c* res~due is predicted to be in ,f3 strand 
Case(1II) 
>_ 7" and r! > yp 
then the deviations I 7PIB - 'yal@ I are compared and the rth residue IS predicted to 
be in that state correspond~ng to the greater dev~atlon 
Case (Iv) 
~f none of the above conditions are satisfied the residue is predicted to be in coil 
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3.2.4 Evaluation of the prediction strategy - quality of pre- 
dict ion 
At the end of the above procedure each residue w11l be predicted to be in particulal 
state, a , /3 or in cod Statistical assignment of possible structural pattern for an 
unknown sequence alone is not helpful unless one has a way of assessing its quality 
of prediction We have tried to evaluate this quality by comparison of the pred~cted 
patterns with the already determined X-ray structures of some of the proteins using 
three types of quality measures which have beem qulte extensively used before as 
part of the statistical protocols used for the prediction of the secondary structures ( 
Garnier 1989, Garnier 1991 ) 
Three different measures describing the quahty of the prediction procedure are defined 
as 
and 
where 0 = a, p or cod, p(a )  1s the number of residues correctly predicted t o  be In 
structural state a, n(a) is the number of residues correctly identified as not being 
in the secondary structural state a, u(a) is the number of unpredicted and o(a)  is 
number of overpredicted, N is the total number of residues Evidently p(a) + o(a)  is 
nothing but number of residues observed in the structural state a 
The first measure PT(0) is the simplest measure ( Kabsh and Sander 1983a ) which 
in other words can be wr~tten m 
number of correctb y predzcted reszdues zn state a 
= total numbrr of resdulres actwdly predactrri in ~ l n t r  CT
A high value of PI(o), thus means d, high percentage of ~oriectly piedirted ies~daes 
for that particular state and hence cl h~gh capahhty of the m~thod  for predit  ton 
The applicability of the parameters used for evaluating prediction accuracy depends 
on the complexity of the protein sequence and its composition and the two othei 
parameters defined above are generally considered during evaluation of the statist~cdl 
methods ( Matthew 1975, Kneller 1990) 
It  should be mentioned that the above measures become undefined if one of the 
denominators is zero In those cases it is difficult to quantify the results However we 
can define a new measure t", whlch may be defined as 
where N is the total number of residues This particular measure does not suffer from 
the aforernent~oned difficulties In the ideal case, the case of perfect prediction for a 
particular secondary structure, tu should be equal to  1 and in the worst case when the 
numerator is zero, it will be zero Conventionally one looks at  the p(a) values, but 
n(a) IS also a prediction, for it refers to the number of residues which are predicted 
not to  be in the secondary structural state in question Thus, 1 - to, will show the 
effect of over- and under-prediction 
3.2.5 Choice of 7 
Tnorder t o  choose ya and , which are the critlcal limlts for a and P propensitltes, 
we start with -0 38 ( which corresponds to N 35% of under the standard normal to its 
left ) and calculate the the appriate evaluation parameters for the secondary structui P 
prediction, vzz QtOtal, PI values and keep on incrernenting the critical limit, by 0 02 
until it reaches 3 0 Thus at the end for each critical limit we will have Qtotal dnd 
different PI values for all the proteins belonging to a particular structural class The 
mean value of QtOtals are calculated for each critical limit and they are plotted against 
the critical limit The resulting plot ( Figure 3 2 ) will gwe an idea when T values 
can be called s~gnificant 
all a 
(a) for all a! class 
a+$ 
Y 
(b) for all #? class 
ofg 
- 
C . .  I 
0 1 2 J 0 1 L 3 
Y Y 
(c) for a! + p class (d) for all culbeta class 
Figure 3 2 The plot of average Q as a funtion of 7 where 7 = = y@ 
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Table 3 1 L ~ s t  of prote~ns chosen for testing the algorithm 
I all a 
- -- 
pdbcode reslduea 
p d b l b a b ~  142 
idb l  babk 
pdblfcs 
pdblhbg 
pdbllts 
pdblmbc 
pdblutg 
pdb2lhl 
pdb2mbha 
pdb2rnbhb 
pdb4mba 
pdb4mbn 
all a 
pdbcode remdues 
pdblayh 214 
pdblcd8 114 
pdblcdt 60 
pdblad 177 
pdblhlv 99 
pdblrnarn 214 
pdblra 107 
pdblsnv 161 
pdb4gcr 173 
- - 
pdbcode residues 
pdblaak 150 
pdblpoc 134 
pdblppn 212 
pdblrnd 124 
pdbltfg 112 
pdb2act 218 
pdb2bya 175 
pdb3ac 275 
pdb4tms 316 
pdb9rnt 104 
- - 
- - 
pdbcode res~dues 
pd b ldrl 
pdblofv 
pdblpaz 
pdblq21 
pdhlslq~ 
pdblsbt 
pdblula 
pdb2ctc 
pdblfxn 
pdb5p21 
pdb8atc 
3.2.6 Application of the window approach - results 
We now present the results of the application of the algorithm to a few test proteln 
sequences to see how it performs in the context of secondary structure prediction We 
have selected 43 protein structures representating the different secondary structural 
classes a! , ,f3 , cw + @ and a! / p ( Chou 1995 ) Wh~ch are 
All- a protelns havlng only a -helix secondary structural elements ( more than 
60% of the res~dues adopt hellcal conformations and there are no resldues In /3 
strands ) 
a All- P protems consistmg mainly of -strands ( often antiparallel ) 
a + ,O prote~ns having independent clusters of a -helices and P -strands ( often 
antlparallel ) In the sequence 
a / B proteins with mixed ( often alternating ) segments of a -helix and ( most 
parallel ) ,6 -strands 
For our studies we have chosen representatlves from each structural class The pto- 
tems are listed below ( Chou 1995 ) 
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3.2.7 Procedures involed in the application of the method 
The various steps ~nvolved in the secondary structure prediction are elaborated in the 
followmg sections 
Orice the tcsl ammo aid seqlience 1s c h o w ,  the method selects the first fivp tesitflie 
window at the N termma1 end of the sequence The algor~thm generates and collects 
mut~ple secondary structures for this sequence, followmg the rules described In the 
last chapter The question we now ask what these generated structure6 ctre t ~ y i n g  
to tell us regardmg the actual structure of the sequence, wh~ch can be anyone of the 
three types - a! hellx, strand and cod The question therefore IS whtch of these 
IS correct and what criter~on we should use for making the decision We do this 
by compar ing  the geomet ry  of t h e  generated s t ructures  w i t h  a regular a 
helix ( -60 O, -40 ") and an ideal  P s t rand  ( -139 O ,  135 ") and findmg out 
t o  which  of these two the model  s t ruc tu re  is closer t o  Tf ~t IS not close to  
any of these two, the generated structure 1s treated to be a coil 
S t ep  I1 
Compar i son  of the window s t ructures  wi th  a a strand 
Each generated fragment is compared w ~ t h  an a -heha1 molecule budt with 4 = 
-60 "and $ = -40 " This comparison in practice involves the superposition of the 17 
atoms which const~tute the three middle residues of the wmdow of s ~ z e  five, calcl~lation 
of the r m s d The Table 3 2 gives the r m s d values of various secondary structuxes 
when they are superposed on a regular a! helix of five residues ( 4 , $ = -60, -40 O )  
which ~b generally cons~dered as representatwe for the a -hollcal corlforrnat~on 
Tn Table 3 2 
TL refers to  Type T turn followed by left hand (L) conformation and a 
1' a! refers t o  Type 1' turn followed by a! and a 
s~milarly other symbols can be interpreted G and E refer to glycme half turn and 
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Table 3 2 An ideal a helix ( -60 ", -40 ") is superposed on f l  strand and various types 
of turns The deviations (r m s d) between the superposed strcutures are calculated 
and tabulated in the last column 
type h $2 4 s  4s 4 $4 rm s d (A) 
(Y -60 -40 -60 -40 -60 -40 0 00 
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extended conformation respectivey * iiidicates thctt the w valiie was set to 10 O 
We now ask the question whethe1 oul supc~poscd fictgmcnt can bc cln a! -helix m t l  
what critenon we should choose z e what kind of values of r m s d will most st~ongly 
point to the superposed structure (model) belng truly helical Tf the r m 5 d of the 
sample structure is zero, it obviously is helical, a regular a! helix with all the i esidues 
having 4 = -60 and $ = -40 " An  deal helix is a very unlikely structure, cons~dering 
the q5 , $ values of real or helices in practice are generally spread over a range of 
values in the Ramachandran dlagram Here we decide the range of r m s d values 
approximate to  the or helix class as 0 to 0 8A, z e all fragments w h ~ h  give an r m s d 
5 0 8t% are treated as indicating a helical structure Deviation of the ordel of f 15 
"( Srinivasan 1995 ) m the values of q5 , from the ideal one ( -60 *,-40 O) would 
still be In the Q -regon, but anth an r m s d of about 0 881 from the ideal structure 
Hence our reason to treat all models up to 0 8A r m s d value as potential a, -hel~x 
and those outside this reglon as favouring other secondary structures We also notice 
that there exist a few cases where the fragment may have the r m s d 5 0 BA, but 
actually is coil ( Table 3 2 turn vzz I a! , a! I, IT' a! ) Unfortunately we can not 
discriminate such structures as different from a! helix It may appear that this type 
of error can be avoided if we make the upper limit of r m s d more stringent, say 5 
0 5A, but in doing so we lose some good helices in the bargain 
Step  I11 
C o m ~ a r i s o n  of the window structures  with a B s t rand  
TTrrc we decltfe that the upper hmit of the r m 5 d appropriate to the P - clctss is 
around 1 2A, z e all fragments when on supe~position wlth a five res~dae ,d stland 
giving r m s d < 1 2A are treated as indicat~ve of a structure The reference P 
strand is constructed with q5 , $ = ( -139 ", 135 O )  The reason why we considel a 
higher r m s d ( 5  1 2A) for identifying the ,6 structure compared to that for the a 
hehx was that the region identified w ~ t h  the ,6 in the Ramachandran plot is much 
larger than that identified with the helix 
Table 3 3 lists the r m s d values of different secondary structural types ( as listed in 
the leftmost column ) when superposed on an ideal /3 strand 
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Table 3 3 An ideal j3 strand (-139 O, 135 O) IS superposed on a hehx and varlous types 
of turns The dev~ations (r m s d) between the superposed strcutures are calculated 
and tabulated in the last column 
type 42  $a h $3 4 4  $4 rmsd (A) 
B -120 120 -120 120 -120 120 0 28 
Also the r m s d ,  assoc~ated wrth o tha  configurat~ons die pe t t y  h ~ g h  (Table 3 3) 
compared t o  1 2A and thereby do not lead to much confus~on The p a t ~ ~ l r r  
constraints of O 8A and 1 2A we have placed on I m s d fol for iclentify~ng n dnd [j 
are no doubt arb~trary  but visual inspect~on of many such structures prompted us to 
use them as appropriate criteria for the task under cons~deration 
Step IV Assignment of secondary s t r uc tu r e  t o  X-ray data 
The given crystal structure is partitioned into overlapping segments of slze 5 s h ~ f t ~ n g  
one residue at a time Each w~ndow is superposed on an a, hehx ( 4 = -60 ", $ = 
-40 O )  and a /3 strand ( 4 = -139 ", $ = 135 ") and the correspondmg r m s d values 
in the two cases are calculated as explained already The cutoff for the rmsd when 
compared with the cu helical fragment is taken as 0 8A and for /3 strand IS 1 2A 
Tf a window is found t o  be in a! helical conformation z e the r m s d value falls below 
the cutoff ( 0 8A ), p value for that window is assigned to be some non zero value ( 
vzz 0 5 ) The same rule is followed for a beta fragment The p values are maximized 
for each window as explained earlier and stored as F values A plot of Fa and FB 
against residue numbers will ind~cate the propensities of the a! helices and P stlands 
rcsp~ct~vely  If for the zth res~drie Fa 1s O 5, the secondaly s t ructu~e amgned is a, on 
the other hand presence of non-zero FO value and Fa = 0 0 will lead to an amgnment 
of /3 strand ( b ) otherw~se the state ass~gned should be a cod ( c ) 
Step V Pe r fo rmance  of the present  m e t h o d  
Following the above procedure the output of the prediction program presents two 
columns contaming a ( a! ) ,b  ( p ) and c (coil) a t  various posit~ons depicting the sec- 
ondary structure the X-ray data and that pred~cted on the h a m  of w~ndow appr mch 
as described 
What we now do is , to compare the two secondary structure assignments (X-~dy 
and predicted) and calculate how many of the amino acids are correctly pred~cted 
(p), how many are overpredicted or wrongly pred~cted (o), how many are ptedicted 
correctly not t o  be  In a particular state (n) and how many are underpred~cted (u) 
This analysis has been carried out for 43 prote~ns belongmg to  different stluctural 
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Table 3 4 Application of the present method based on window aproach in the case 
of twelve a proteins and shows the values of p, n, o and u 
~ d b  I a I a I coll I number of 
classes and the performance of the method is summerized in the following sections 
code 
lbaba 
3.3 a! proteins, window size 5 
The Table 3 4 shows how the present method works In the case of 12 a! proteins The 
box under a! gives the information which is the result obtained by the compar~son 
of the a! secondary structure assignment for the X-ray data and the predicted one 
and similarly the box under P tabulates the result obtained by comparing the /3 
secondary structure assignment for the X-lay data and the predicted one 
n u o p l n  u o p 
7 50 16 6 7 1 8 5  4 51 0 
Fol cxamplc the fitst row in the ru 1)ox 1cfc11s to the rcsult that of thc 142 m ~ n o  
acids presents in the protein, the number of residues correctly predicted to be In a! 
helix (p) is 67, the number of res~dues underpredicted ( z e they are in a hel~x, hut 
the prediction does not show that ) is 50 (u) The total number of residues in a! 
helical conformation is nothing but the sum of p and u, which is In the present case 
67 + 50 = 117 The number of residues predicted not to be in a! helix (n) is 1 ( z e 
they are not In a! helical conformation in the crystallographic structure also ) and 
the number of residues overpredicted (0) 1s 16 ( z e these residues are not in a! hel~cal 
conformation and the prediction shows them as a! ) 
n u o p 
117 17 4 2 
---.--- - ~  ~ 
residues 
142 
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Table 3 5 The values of Q, P and t foi the rr pt oteins 
- 
lbaba 
lbabb 
lfcs- 
111bg- 
llts- 
lmbc- 
lutg- 
21hL 
2mhba 
2mhbb 
4m b a  
4xnbn- 
The box under P shows the results of the comparison with a s t anda~d  ,B 
Tt is noteworthy that the analysis predicts correctly that 85 ( out of 142 ) ~esidlies 
do not exsist as /3 , although it overpredicts the number of ,B residues ( 0 )  in 51 
cases The other entries in the Table 3 4 have similar meanlngs The general ttend 
shows underpredlction of a state and overprediction of P state Coil prediction (p) 
is rather poor , in the sense that the number of residues correctly predicted to  be  in 
coil is very low , however, the number of residues correctly predicted not to  he in coil, 
is rather good ( box under coil Table 3 4) 
The plot ( Figure 3 2a ) of average QQtOtal aga~nst  he critical value shows that the peak 
occurs somewhere in the region near -0 12 The PI values calculated a t  this Ieglon 
seem to  he quite favourable, hence -0 12 is chosen as the cutoff for ra/P, int~iest ing -
0 12 corresponds to  almost 47% area under the standard normcll culve to its left T h ~ s  
imphes that  in case of a secondary sttuctural class, raf8 is conbidered s ign~f i~an t  if 
the probability associated w ~ t h  it exceeds 47% 
Tn order t o  assess t o  the qual~ty of the piedlction we have calc~ilated the values of Q, 
P and t as described under section 3 2 4 and surnmerized in Table 3 5 
A quick glance of the table ( Table 3 5 ) shows that  t values axe always mole than 
50% ( 50-60% for t, and tb and 80 for t,) This indicates that % of residues expxessed 
as the ratio of t h e  sum ofresadues (p) whzch are correctly predzcted zn a! and correctlg 
predzcted n o t  zn a! (n) and the total number of residues in the ptotein is moIrA than 
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Table 3 6 Application of the present method based on window aproach in the case 
of nine /3 proteins shows the values of p, n, o and u 
lcd8- 
lcdt- 
lad-  
I hiv- 
Imam- 
lrei- 
2snv- 
4ecr- 
Table 3 7 The values of Q, P and t for the ,6 protelns 
pdb 
code 
layh- 
layh- 
lcd8- 
lcdt- 
lad, 
lhw- 
Imam- 
lrei- 
2mv- 
(Y 
n u o p 
151 9 49 3 
I3 
n u o p 
70 91 6 45 
50% for each for structural state 
The similar plot ( Figure 3 2b ) of average QtOtal against the ctitlcal limlt 7 shows 
that the peak occurs at  1 28, z e the ra/8 values wlll be considered slgnlficant if  they 
exceed 1 28 which corresponds to N 90% area under the normal curve to its left With 
1 28 as the critical value the following table ( Table 3 6 ) has been prepared 
coil 
n u o p 
89 14 59 50 
The above table shows that the a states are overpredicted and P states under- 
predicted unhke in the all a protein case where the reverse was found The measules 
of the quahty of prediction are tabulated in Table 3 6 
number of 
resldues 
214 
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Table 3 8 Appllcatlon of the present method based on window aproclch in  the case 
of nine a + ,6 prote~ns hows the vctlues of p, n, o and u 
pdb 1 Q 
code In u o P n u o p  
75 25 31 17 
residues 
150 
134 
212 
124 
112 
218 
175 
275 
316 
104 
Table 3 9 The values of Q, P and t for the a + P proteins 
la& 
lpoc, 
lppn- 
lrnd- 
ltfg- 
2act- 
2bpa  
3ac- 
4tms- 
9mt- 
a. + ,O proteins 
Qc 
0 33 
017 
0 29 
0 29 
017 
0 34 
011 
0 27 
0 35 
0 39 
In a + /3 structural class we have chosen 10 proteins and the results are Iistec 
Qtotal 
49 3 
403 
47 2 
51 6 
455 
60 0 
349 
46 9 
49 4 
49 0 
Qa 
0 30 
0 03 
0 22 
0 41 
0 13 
0 26 
0 04 
0 28 
0 22 
0 28 
below The plot of average Qtobl agamst critical limlt y shows a prom~nent pectk a~ound  
0 74 (F~gure 3 2c ) The T values are considered significant if they exceed 0 74 which 
corresponds to  77% of area under the standard normal curve to its left 
Qb 
0 11 
0 14 
0 16 
0 23 
0 31 
0 19 
-0 04 
0 08 
0 14 
0 15 
These results ( Table 3 8 ) are seen to be more encouraging than the earllei classes 
The a! predlct~on p generally exceeds a underpred~ction u However thc pr oprns~ty 
of overprediction is present in all the three cases 
The prediction method results an average of 49 55 for Q ~ ~ ~ ~ '  when applied to a + P 
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Table 3 10 Application of the present method based on window ap~oach in the case 
of nine a! / ,6 proteins and shows the values of p, n, o ctnd u 
class 
3.6 
- 
pdb 
- 
code 
- 
laba- 
ldn- 
lofv- 
1 paz- 
lq21- 
lsbp- 
lsbt- 
lul&- 
2ctc- 
4 h -  
51.321- 
8atc- 
- 
- 
n u o p  
37 15 15 18 
n u o p  
40 13 19 13 
a / /3 proteins 
n u o p  
52 13 7 13 
number of 
resldues 
87 
27 1 
169 
120 
171 
309 
275 
289 
307 
138 
166 
310 
Tn the a / /3 structuxal class we have chosen 12 such proteins ( Table 3 10 ) 
The critical limit 7 is found to be a t  around 0 74 ( Figwe 3 2d ) as In the case a! + 
P 
As in the case of a! + ,d class the overpxediction is present in all three cases, howeve~ 
the the p and u column do not differ substantially ( except few cases) for all the three 
cases 
Table 3 11 and Table 3 9 both show that the t values are consistent , z e they are 
comparable for all the three states ( FOI ideal pxediction they should be 100% ) 
3.7 Factors affecting the overall predict ion 
A stringent cutoff more than 20 "dur~ng the chain development, will produce less 
number of fragments whereas cutoff 5 20 "will produce too many fragments 
Table 3 11 The values of Q, P and t for the a / P poteins 
Presence of partial common geometry, or partially degenerate fragments having 
part of the structures common is unavoidable ( see footnote - section 3 2 1 ) 
Choice of r m s d limits we have assumed for identifying the secondary structure 
as a! or p can affect the results critically and have often competing influences 
on the overall prediction 
0 The choice of critical limit for r for a! and /3 may not be equal, as we have 
used in our analysis but may have to be reevaluated 
3.8 conclusion 
The present chapter surveys a set of 43 known protetn structures to test the perfor- 
mance of our protocol for secondary s t r~~cture  prediction While some of the results 
seem to be reasonable for all the structural classes but the predi~t~on can not be 
called even for all the structural elements By even prediction we mean that all the 
t or PI or Q values should be defined and they should be comparable ( z e a good 
prediction should have say 80% for all t values ) This leads us to conclude that in 
the present state of its evolution the algorithm has limited consequences The win- 
dow based approach is no doubt very simplistic, but the idea of describing a given 
secondary structure In terms of its deviations (r m s d) from Ideal a! and ,O confor- 
mations beemed intrinsically mteresting and convenient for our present methodology 
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( though computationally it is more expensive ) Reevaluation of some of the param- 
etels employed in the present sludles and wlth othel phys~co chern~cal c l ~ t e r ~ o n  glven 
due consideration we hope "window approach" for secondary structure prediction will 
prove to be more useful 
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m1 piece to  Chapter 3 
Comparison of secondary s t ruc ture  assignement by r m s d method and 
DSSP 
Before we discuss the results obtuned by comparing the definition of secondary structure ( DSSP , 
Kabsch and Sander 1983b ) and the present method based on r m s d, we need to discuss the basic 
pnnuples underlylng the DSSP algonthm By far this method ( DSSP ) provides the most well 
accepted definitions of secondary structure using criterion of hydrogen bond formation It is a very 
mmple algonthm and easy to program Accordmg to DSSP the definitions of H-bonded features 
form a hierarchy first H bonds are defined, based on them, turns, bridges, and based on them, a! - 
helices and secondary structural elements are defined At the end the algorithm provides a secordary 
structure summary that assigns a single state to each residue These asmgiiinents are deuoted by 
single letter code YSZ HGI E BST and a blank Where H, G and I represent typical a! helix, 310 
helix m ~ d  7r helix ( hypothetical ) respectively, E represents extended structures a e /3 strarids and 
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the other symbols are various other secondary structural elements described in the original paper ( 
Kabsch 1883b ) In our case HGI will be tdken as equivalent to cr , E to fl  and anyother symbol 
wdl be equivalent to c (coil) ( see also the table -cotnparison of a wlth other beco~ldary structure 
) It has been noted earlier that a and f l  secondary structures are overpredicted and the three 
possible sources for the same m e  also discussed However, as it wlll be clear from the foliowng 
table, we do find the the r m s d approach assigns a and fl  states to residues in a number of cases 
which exceeds that by DSSP The reason why DSSP is not used In assigning the secondary structural 
element to the generated fragments is to add a vlsual component to the entire procedure Using 
r m s d as the cntenon for secondary structural assignment is not very accurate one as we have 
already dlscuased earher but it has a vlsual component which can be exploited intuitionally The 
savlng grace is that though the r m s d approach fads to define the secondary secondary structure 
accurately i t  is not grossly different from the one obtamd using DSSP which is reflected in the table 
followed The f o l l m g  table shows the compmson of our secondary structure assignment to DSSP 
The first column denotes the structural class, second column has the number of residues in either of 
the three states ( G, H or I ), the third column gwes the number of residues in a as determined by 
r m s d cutoff, fourth column - number of matches a e the number of remdues are in either of G, H 
or I as demanded by DSSP and in a ( using r rn s d ), fifth column is the ratio of number of matches 
and the total number of residues assigned in a by r m s d method and this is expressed as % to show 
the extent of comparison columns sixth to ninth correspond to E ( as in DSSP ), b ( as 111 r m s d 
cutoff ) and the number of cases where the same residue bang assigned E in DSSP and b In r m s d 
cutoff, the columns tenth to 13th are appl~cable to coil s e other than H,G,I and E (DSSP) 
Comparison beween the secondary structure assignment by Kabsh and 
Sander (1983b) and the present menthods based on r m s d. 
class 
a l l a  
all /3 
a+@ 
a/fl 
KS-b 
38 
546 
416 
.6O8 
K S a  
1119 
51 
428 
940 
b 
64 
628 
665 
,652.420 
a 
66 
480 
,1012,909 
match 
32 
471 
312 
match 
11801104 
39 
396 
% 
correct 
59 
75 
56 
. 64 
% 
correct 
94 
70 
82 
. 90 
KSx 
331 
481 
806 
.loti3 
c 
232211 
378 
597 
.8l5.  
match 
291 
490 
696 
% 
correct 
91 
77 
82 
. 85 
Appendix A 
General Principles of Notation 
In literature the term "conformation" is used to describe different spatial arrange- 
ments of atoms produced by rotatlon about covalent bonds, a change in conformation 
does not involve the breaking of the chemical bonds ( except hydrogen bonds) The 
followmg section deals with the necessary terms and definitions used to describe the 
conformation of a polypeptide cham 
The followmg definitions are based on The TUPAC-TUB Comm~ssion on Biochem- 
ical Nomenclature Bmhern J ,121, 577-585,(1971) 
The przmary structure of a segment of polypeptide chain of protein 1s the amino 
acid sequence of the polypeptide cham(s), without regard to spatla1 arrangement ( 
apart from configuration at the alpha carbon atom ) It may be noted that this defi- 
nition does not include the positions of disulfide bonds and is therefore not identical 
wlth "covalent structure" 
The secondary atrolctvre of a segment of polypeptide chain is the local spatial 
arrangement of ~ t s  main cham atoms without regard to the conformation of its side 
chams or ~ t s  relationsh~p wlth other segments 
The tertzaq structure of a protein molecule, or of a submit of a protein molecule, 
is the arrangement of all ~ t s  atoms in space, wthout regard to its relationship with 
neighboring molecules or subunits 
The quaternary structure of a protein molecule, is the arrangement of its subunits 
in space and the ensemble of its inter subunit contacts and interactions, without 
regard to the internal geometry of the subunits 
Designation of atoms 
The atoms of the main cham are denoted thus 
-NH-Ca HQ-CO- 
Amino acid residues 
Amino acid residues, -NH-CHR-CO-, are numbered sequentially from the arnino- 
termmal to the carboxyl-terminal end of the chain, the residue number being denoted 
1, 
vlz Ca of the 3 th res~due is wntten C: or C,(1) 
Figure 1 Newman and perspective projections illustrating positive and negative 
torsion angles A right-handed turn of the bond to front atom about the central 
bond gives a positive value of 19 from which the system is viewed 
Peptide units 
The group -CHR-CO-NH- is called the "peptide unit" and the peptlde unit number is 
denoted 1 The numbering scheme for the residues and the peptide units is the same 
for all atom except NH Residue notation for the z th residue is written as 
N* C: C, N,+1 
Torsion angles 
If a system of four atoms is A-B-C-D projected into a plane normal to the bond B-C, 
then the angle between the projection of A-B and the projection of C-D is described 
as the torsion angle of A and D about the bond B-C, in other words this angle can 
be described as the angle between the plane containing A, B, and C and the plane 
containing B, C, and D The torsion angle is written in full as 9(A,,BJ,Ck,Dr) The 
eclipsed conformation in which the projections of A-B and C-D coincide, 9 is given 
the value 0 " A torsion angle is considered positive (+B)  or negative (-9) according 
as, when the system is viewed along the central bond in the direction B+C ( or 
C+B ), the bond to the front atom A (or D) requires rotation to the right or left, 
respectively, in order that it may eclipse the bond to the rear atom D ( or A ), it is 
to be note that it is immater~al whether the system be viewed from one end or the 
other These relationships are illustrated below Note that the angles are measured 
in the range -180 "< 8 5 +I80 " 
Residue notatlon mll be used throughout this document 
Table 1 Ma~n-chain Torsion Angles for Various Conformations in Peptides of L 
A r w o  Acids 
4 (deg) Rotation about N-Calpha pl, (deg) Rotation about Calpha-C 
0 Ca -C trans N-H 0 Ca -N trans to C-0 
3-60 Ca -H C ~ S  N-H t 6 0  Ca -R czs to C-0 
+I20 Ca -R trans N-H +I20 Ca -H trans to  C-0 
+I80 C" -C cas N-H +I80 Ca -N ccs to C-0 
-120 Ca -H trans N-H 
-120 Ca -R trans to C-0 
-60 C" -R czs N-H -60 Ca -H czs to C-0 
The Main Chain ( or Polypeptide Backbone ) 
Torsion angles of the main chain 
The principal torsion angle describing rotation about N-CQ is denoted by 4 , that 
describing rotation about Ca -C is denoted by + , and that describing rotation about 
C-N is denoted by w The symbols 4% , @, and w, are used to denote torsion 
angles of bonds within the 2 th residue in the case of 4 and + and between the e 
th and ( a + 1 )th residues in the case of w , speafically 4, refels to the tois~on 
angle of the sequence of atoms C,l ,N,, C,Q ,C,, @, to the sequence N,, CP ,C,,N,+l, 
and w, to the sequence C: ,C,,N,+l,COL *+I These conformations are ascribed zero 
values for eclipsed conformations of the main chain atoms N, Ca and C, that 15, for 
the so called c2s conformation 
Notes 
(1) Owing to partial double-bond character of CO- NH, it is normally possible 
for w to assume valuea only in the neighborhood of 0 or 180 w N 180 'is the 
value which is generally found ( 2 e the trans conformation ), 
(11) A " fully extended" polypeptide cham 1s characterized by 4 = 1,9 = +I80 
" The case of 4 = $ = 0 Owould involve the relation Indicated in Table 1 
(111) Thble 2 gwes values of ) and $ for various well known regular structu~ es 
a trans to N,-H, is the same as cos to N,-C,-l, trans to C,-0, is the same as ccs 
Ftgure 2 Perspectwe dramng of a sectton of polypepttde cham representing two 
peptlde units and 4, q5 and w torsion angles are represented (courtesy - K R Ra- 
J as hankar) 
to C,-N,+l For the description of D-amino acids, Interchange C" -H and Cn -R In the 
table 
a For a fully extended cham Q = $ = w = +I80 
Calculation of torsion angles 
Given four atoms Al, A2, A3 and A4 and their coordinates, the calculation of the 
torsion angle of the 4th atom can be done very easlly The posltion vectors for the 
four atoms be rl, r2, rs and 14 respectively Define p, q, r, nl, n 2  as 
and 
n l = p X q ,  n 2 = q x r  
The numerical value of the tors~on angle 13 for the 4th atom is given by 
Table 2 Apprommate Tors~on Angles for Some Regular stluctrires a 
4 @el31 3 (ded w (deg) Reference 
hght-handed -67 -47 
a h e l ~  ( a-poly(E 
alanine) ) 
Left-handed a hellx +57 $47 
Parallel-chun -119 +I13 
pleated sheet 
Anti parallel-cham -139 +I35 
pleated sheet ( p- 
poly(Ga1anine)) 
Polyglycme I1 -80 +I50 
Collagen -51, -76, -45 +153, +127, +I48 
Arnott and Dover 
(1967) 
Arnott and Dover 
(1967) 
Schellman and Schell- 
man (1964) 
Arnott et a1 (1966) 
Rarnachandran e t  al 
(1966) 
Yonath and Traub 
(1969) 
Rarnachandran and 
Sasisekharan (1968), 
calcu- 
lated from Traub and 
Schmu11(1963) 
Arnott and Dover 
(1968) 
The sign of 8 is determined by the slgn of the following equation 
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Appendix B 
Rotation Matrix 
Rotation matrix plays a very important role in generating different conformations of 
a polypeptide cham It is worthwhile to clarify a few subtle points regarding rotatlon 
matrix When a set of coordinatesxl,x~, xs IS transformed to a new set xi ,  xi, xi  the 
resulting transformation is an example of a h e a r  vector transfomatzon, defined by 
transformation equation of the form 
where a,s are any set of constant ( mdependent x, x' ) coefficients The repeated 
appearance of 3 indicates that the left hand side of the above equation is a sum over 
the dummy index 3 for all poss~ble values of j,(  here,^ = 1,2,3 ) The mdgnitude of the 
vector mll remain unchanged for the coordinate systems which are Cartesian The 
invaslance of the magnitude can be stated as 
The above equation demands the coefficients of the linear transformatlon to obey 
the following condition 
where is the Kronecker 6-symbol, defined by 
Any linear transformation which follows Eq( 7) is called an orthogonal transjorma- 
taon and the Eq ( 7) itself is called orthogonalaty condatson The rotation matrix can 
be wewed as an orthogonal transformation having the property required by Eq( 7) 
Rotation of the coordinate axes can be shown to be equivalent to two-dimens~onal 
orthogonal transformation The transformation can be written as 
The transformatlon matnx A associated with the rotation of coordinate axes can be 
thought of as an operator thah, acting on the unpnmed system, transforms it into the 
primed system, in other words the matrix A operating on the components of a vector 
in the unprimed system yields the components of the vectoi in the piime system The 
elements of A can be explicitly written as 
Tt should be noted that A acts on the coordinate system only, the vectoi is un- 
changed, however, one looks at the components in two different coordinate frames 
A parenthesis 1s placed around r to make clear that the same vector is involved on 
both sides of the equation, but the components have changed In two chmensions the 
transformation of coordinates is s~mply a rotation,and A is then identical with the 
rotatzon operator in a plane The saving grace is that without changing the formal 
mathematlcs A can be thought of as an operator acting on the vector r, changing lt 
to a different vector r' 
r' = Ar ( 11) 
with both vectors expressed in the same coordinate system Thus, in two dimensions, 
instead of rotating the coordinate system counterclockw~se one can rotate the vector 
r clockmse by an angle 6 to  a new vector r' and the parenthesis can around r can 
be dropped However, if we stick to right handed coordinate system, counterclockwise 
rotation should be taken pos~tive, but according Eqn ( 11) clockwise rotation brings 
r to r' This difficulty can be avoided if we take the transpose of A and rewrite the 
Eqn ( 11) as - 
rf = Ar ( 12) 
where A is the transpose of A So A will correspond to a counterclockwise rotation 
by angle 4 when applied to the vector and clockwise rotation when applied to the 
coordinate system 
In case of three dimensional vectors similarly one can derive a rotation matrix 
which rotates a vector r about any given direction ( which can be spec~fied by its 
direction cosines A, p and v thorough a gven angle say 19 Agam the rotation is clock- 
mse about the axis of rotation Simple algebra tells us that the resulting equation 
w~ll ook like 
r f = r c o s d + n ( n  r ) [ l -casO]+(rxn)s in8  ( 13) 
Eq ( 13) will be referred to as rotation formula In matrix form the Eq( 13) wlll have 
the following form 
cos 8 + A2(1  - cos t9) X p ( 1 -  cos 0) + vslne Xu(1- cob 8 )  - p a n 0  
~p (1 -  cos 8) - v sin e cos 8 + p2(l - cos e) p ~ ( 1 -  cos 0) + A s a n 0  ( 14) 
A v ( ~ - c o s ~ ) + ~ s ~ ~  p ~ ( l - c ~ ~ B ) - A s l n e  C O S ~ + V ~ ( I - C O S ~ )  I 
Agam in order to use this matrix for counterclock~se rotation about the axis of 
rotation one simply has to use the transpose of i21,plu and let it be called as EL;,", 
i e in symbol 
So R!,~,~ can be used to rotkte a point or the pobition vector of thdt point ( 
lrne jolning the point and the orign ) by an angle 8 about an axis through the origin 
havlng direction cosines A, /A, u If x' ~efers to pos~tion vector of a point after rotation, 
and x refers to  ~ t s  tarting position vector, then two vectors will be related by the 
equation given below 
x' = R!,~$~X ( 16) 
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Appendix C 
Generating a polypeptide chain 
A direct application of the rotation matrix Eq( 15) involves generating the coordi- 
nates of the various atoms along the polypeptide chain To accomplish this one can 
specifically consider the case four atoms A1,A2,A3 and A4 linked in a chain The po- 
sitlons of the first three atoms, the bond angle r(A2-A3-A4, the bond length (&-A4) 
and the dihedral angle of rotation x about the bond Az-A3 are given The task is t o  
find the coordinate of the 4th atom Ar In the coordinate system used, let rl, r2, r:, 
and rq denote the posit~on vectors of A1,A2,A3 and A4 respectively Let 
Let n be the unit vector normal to  the plane A1-A2-As, coming out of the paper 
Then 
n = ( p x q ) / I p x q I  ( 18) 
Let u be the unit vector along q ,e  e , 
and A2-A3 is produced to  A. along u such that &AO = 1 2 e , 
Rotating v about n by an angle T - T and eventually rotating about u by an angle 
Both the rotations are counterclockwise about the relevant vectors if the tip of the 
vector points along the thumb of the right hand, the fingers curl in counterclockwise 
manner, the rotation angle of any vector about the ration axis pointing along the 
right hand thumb is regarded positive if it is rotated in the same way as the fingels 
curl This procedure can be coded in a simple Eq of the following form 
The R; notation refers to the matrix Rf,+ where A, p, v refer to  the direction 
cosines of the vector p This procedure can be cont~nued afresh to build up further 
atoms as we thread along the backbone of the polypeptide chain 
Appendix D 
Superposition of molecules 
In dealing with the structures of molecules many a time ~t is pertinent to ask whether 
two gwen molecular structures are similar nor not T h ~ s  degree of s~milarity 1s often 
carried out by visual inspection, but this is not recommended for the very simple 
reason thls does not glve any quantitative value So a formal tredtment 15 nacxjed 
to quantify the degree of similarity between two structures Many d~fferent methods 
have been discussed in the past ,( Hendrickson,l979, Lesk,1986, McLACHLAN, 1979, 
Diamond, 1988, Kabsch, 1976, Kabsch, 1978, Mackay 1984 ) but the following d ~ s -  
cussion is based on the method proposed by Kearsley, 1989 
Suppose we have two similar structures denoted by S1 and S2 have N equivalent 
posit~ons ( usually the atomic coordinates ) are to be superposed The cooldinates 
of both the structures axe being referred to rectangular Carteman frames of uniform 
physlcal scale say in A units The position vector ru of the k& point of the first 
structure can be related to the kth position vector r 2 k  of the second structure by a 
linear transformation 
rlh rb  = ~ ! + , ~ 2 k  + t ( 22) 
where R!,w is rotation matrix as described earlier and the t is the translation vector 
If we define a measure 7, which is the sum of the squares of the differences between 
equivalent points in superposed structures, 
the set of parameters of the general linear transformation Eq( 15) which minimizes 
q can be considered optimal However w~thout  any loss of generality the translation 
part of the transformation can be dropped out by movlng the centroids of the two 
structures to  the origin The problem now boils down to  finding the best rotation rna- 
trix w ~ t h  appropriate parameters 8, A, p, v wh~ch mlnimlzes Eq ( 23) The straight 
forward application of the rotation matrix to minimize Eq ( 23) can be proved to  be 
extremely cumbersome, however use of quaternion algebra can simplify the compu- 
tation to  a great extent 
Let p and q be two vectors which can be resolved along the orthogonal unit 
vectors 1 , j , k Imposing the conditions, known as Hamrlton'fi cond~tions, vzz 
the product of the type p q can be written as 
where " " and " x " denote usual dot ptoduct and cross product ~espectlvely 
A quaternion can be considered as a tow mattix cons~sting of four elements or the 
combination of a scalar wlth a 3D Cal tesian vector Thus Q can be lepresenterl as 
Usmg Eqn ( 24) the product of two quaternions P and Q can be written as a 
combination of vector products 
or by matrix multiplication as follows 
The norm squared of Q ,I Q 12, is pven by 
and the inverse Q - I  is gwen by 
A unlt quatermon Q( with unit norm ) can be used to construct a rotatlon matrlx 
whlch move r to new poslt~on r' as gven by the equation 
where vectors can treated as quaternions mth  zero scalar components The above 
equation can be cast Into matrix form as follows 
The above equation can be written in the form 
where R is nothmg but the rotation matrix in terms of quaternion components The 
determinant of R is gwen by (q: + qi + qi + q,2)3, is always greater than zero regardless 
the values taken by the quaternion components Using this scheme two vectors rl ,  r2 
can be related using a general quarternion Q, the norm of which is not restricted to 
unlty Q will rotate and at the same tlme dilate rz to match rl so the comparison of 
equivalent positions 
e l  
The elements of Q 
( atomic coordinates ) will always leave residual quatern~on [ 0 , 
[ 0, e 1 = [ 0, rl 1 - Q-I[ 0, r2 ]Q ( 34) 
can be determined by using all the atomic coordinates of the 
equivalent positions and minimizing the sum of the squared magnitudes of the residual 
To make algebra simple multiply Eq ( 34) by Q 
and the a sl~ghtly modified least-squares residual function e can be constructed as 
follows 
The norm of Q can be constritlned to unity, t h ~ s  prevents the structure fiorn 
dilating, so the effect of Q w~ll be of pure rotation The res~dual e In terms of 
quaternion components IS given by 
where X is the Lagrange multipl~er D~fferent~ating e w~th respect to each Q com- 
ponent and equating it to zero, the resulting equations can be cast a an eigenvalue 
where the symbols should be expanded as follows 
The meaning of other symbols is obvious The symmetric matrix uses the coordi- 
nates of the two molecules and the elements of it are easy to calculate Diagonalization 
of this symmetnc matrix will yield four orthogonal unit quaternlons The value of the 
residual e for rotation produced by applicat~on of the corresponding eigenvectors will 
be gven the respectwe eigenvalues The r m s deviation between the two structures 
will be gwen by 
r ms d = ( / n )li2 ( 39) 
where n is the number of equivalent atoms to be compared and A,,, is the minimum 
eigenvalue The components of the quaternion corresponding to the minimum eigen- 
value can be substituted back in the rotation matrix ( in terms of q's ) to get the 
best rotation matnx which minimizes the sum of the distances between the equivalent 
atoms 
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